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Figure 1: Caroline presenting the project to users
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Executive Summary
Challenge

Our Method

Design the near-future assisted driving experience
of people 60 and older in order to empower seniors
to drive safer and longer.

In order to create a set of technologies that can deliver a preferred user experience for seniors, we
will be using a human-centered design approach.
We first conducted a user-need search, along with
a technological benchmark of current systems. We
then conceptualized a design of an “Aware Cabin”
that acknowledges user needs and fills current technological gaps.

Onset of Vehicle Autonomy: With the rapid
evolution of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems,
we are on the precipice of a fundamental change
in the driving experience. Tesla, Mercedes, and
Volvo have already implemented moderate levels
of automation including technologies such as active cruise control and active lane assist, and the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) expects the widespread deployment
of similar technology within the next five years.
However, the transition to commercial fully autonomous driving is still decades away. Before a
wide spread implementation of assisted driving
features, there needs to be a fundamental shift
in how the car interacts with the driver.
Human/Machine Division: The rapid development of this technology has led to increasingly
complicated user interfaces, which often mean
a more unpleasant user experience. The vehicle
has more and more available features, often resulting in more buttons on the dashboard than
ever. This leads to confusion while driving and
ultimately enhances the divide between human
and machine. Trust-building between the driver
and car is thus not facilitated in existing technology. The transition to more general autonomy will
require increased active and passive communication between the car and driver to ensure proper
operation as well as hand-off of control.
Aging Marketplace: 25% of drivers in the US
are 60 and older, and that number is growing.
This is alarming because accident rates spike significantly after ages 65-70. For many, giving up
their license is not viewed as an option. It would
mean a complete loss of personal mobility, which
translates to a complete loss of their identity as
an independent individual. However, getting seniors to adopt this new technology will be a challenge. New technologies are often not designed
with seniors in mind. Assistive driving technology
must be packaged in an appropriate user experience if it is to be adopted by seniors.

User Needs: Through ongoing conversations with
users, many specific needs have been uncovered
that must be addressed. We concluded that the two
most pertinent areas of user needs that needs to be
addressed are:
Awareness: As people age, their senses of sight,
hearing, and touch diminish, as do their reflexes
and mobility. This makes taking in information
from all around the car difficult for seniors. Simple actions such as looking over the shoulders
during lane shifts and accurately scanning for
incoming cars for unprotected turns onto roads
can become extremely difficult due to mobility
issues. In conjunction with difficulties estimating
other cars speeds, these factors can reduce the
general situation awareness of seniors drivers
and can often result in dangerous situations.
Focus: The other problem for seniors is a decreased ability to focus on the critical information. With the advent of more advanced driver
technologies, there are increased amount of
distractions inside and outside of the car while
driving. Inadequate prioritization of different
information sources often leads to dangerous
driving situations. The increased complexity of
control interfaces as well as information displays
makes it increasingly stressful for many drivers,
especially seniors.
Technology Benchmarking: Vehicle automation is
not a new venture. There is a significant amount of
existing work in this area, although much of it has
been focused on incremental improvements. Notable gaps are:
Car does not communicate with driver: Current interfaces rely on small displays in the dash-
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board that often do not effectively communicate
with the driver. It does not help drivers with
awareness around the car, and it can often be
distracting to the driver.
Car does not understand the driver: Currently the car is not aware of how the user is using the
car, other than through throttling and steering.
While the increase array of sensors can sense
danger around the car, the car does not know
whether or not the driver is aware or even focused on the danger.
Over Complication of vehicle UIs: Current designs often create a button for any additional feature. This cluttered control scheme is not effective for new Advanced Driver Assistance Systems.
Various display systems also can become highly
distracting as the bright screens can draw driver
attention away from the road.

Our Goal
With these challenges in mind, we built project Adiuvo to address the main challenges that seniors have
while driving: Awareness, and Focus.

Final Concept
The finalized prototype addressed the main user
challenges of lack of awareness and lack of focus
through two primary subsystems.
Omniscient
The Omniscient system was built to address the
problem of improving driver awareness. Omniscient has three displays built into the dash
that replace the rear and side view mirrors. The
screens display camera feeds from wide-angle
cameras around the car. This system assists the
driver by centralizing hard-to-acquire information. Neck pain and other mobility issues cause
older drivers to forego checking mirrors and blind
spots. This system eliminates this problem. Omniscient also allows OEM car manufactures to address driver interaction problems through software defined UI, which can drastically increase
the pace of innovation and increase flexibility
and molecularity between different systems.
Spotlight
The Spotlight system was built to address the
problem of driver focus. A system of LEDs draws
the driver’s attention to the most pertinent information such as a oncoming cars or unexpected
pedestrians or cyclists that wander into the path
of the car. Spotlight also uses an eye-tracker to
identify what the driver already notices. This allows Spotlight to forego warnings for objects that
the driver already sees, while also dimming the
Omniscient screens while the driver is focused
on the road instead. When there is pertinent information, or when the driver actively seeks out
additional information by looking at the Omniscient screens, then the screens will brighten to
reveal the necessary information.
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Glossary
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC): cruise control system that uses distance and speed information to
automatically accelerate or decelerate in highway
driving situations.

E-mirrors: cameras that feed to screens in the
dashboard replace traditional side-view and rearview mirrors.

Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS):
assistive driving sensors or systems.

Electromagnetic interference (EMI): Errant noise
from nearby circuits that affects other electronic devices.

Adiuvo: a Latin word with connotations of empowerment, meaning to “foster, enhance, encourage”.
Also the working name of our project.

Extreme User: a user in the target demographic
who exhibits a particularly high level of technology
adoption.

Automation: the means of making a machine or
system operate fully without direct human control.

Experience Curve: Graph that depicts the positive
and negative situations of an user while developing
a certain task or a employing a product.

Aware Cabin (“the Cabin”): vehicle cockpit that
is aware of and can respond to the driver’s physical
and emotional state.
Cognitive Impairment: difficulty remembering,
learning, concentrating or decision- making that impedes daily life.
Cognitive Load: the total amount of mental activity
imposed on working memory at any one time.
Chief Communications Officer (CCO): a member
of the design team responsible for external and internal communication and record-keeping.
Chief Financial Officer (CFO): a member of the design team responsible for the team’s financial management.
Chief Planning Officer (CPO): a member of the design team responsible for general project management.
Critical Experience Prototype (CEP): a prototype
created to allow observations of user experience.

Haptics: the use of tactile (touch) sensation to interact with and control car systems.
Haptic Wheel: steering wheel that communicates
with the driver using haptic feedback.
Human-Machine Interface (HMI): information
delivered to a user through software.
Head-up Display (HUD): keeps drivers’ visual focus
on the road, projecting virtual warnings and information on the windshield within the driver’s field of
view
High-traction Foam: rubber-like foam used as a
potential texture candidate for the haptic wheel.
Level 1 Automation, also Driver Assistance: one
driver-assistance system (steering; acceleration or
deceleration, etc.) performs using environmental
information, with the expectation that the human
driver will perform all remaining driving.

Critical Function Prototype (CFP): a prototype
created to test the functionality or feasibility of a given technology.

Level 2 (Partial) Automation: one or more driver-assistance systems (steering; acceleration or deceleration, etc.) performs using environmental information, with the expectation that the human driver
will perform all remaining driving.

Driving Mode: a type of driving scenario with characteristic dynamic driving task requirements (e.g.
expressway merging, high-speed cruising, lowspeed traffic jam).

Level 3 (Conditional) Automation: an automated
driving system performs all driving tasks with the expectation that the human driver will intervene when
requested.
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Figure 2: Ideation wall with idea sheets.

Level 4 (High) Automation: an automated driving
system performs all driving tasks, even if a human
driver can’t or won’t intervene when requested.
Level 5 (Full) Automation: the full-time performance by an automated driving system of all driving under all roadway and environmental conditions
that can be managed by a human driver.

current situation (e.g. parked, freeway driving, cold
weather, etc).
Semi-autonomous, also Conditionally Autonomous: vehicle with systems capable of providing
limited autonomy without human control (i.e. levels
3-4).

NHTSA: National Highway Transportation and Safety Administration

Spotlight: Adiuvo subsystem that serves to highlight important information and filter unwanted/unneeded information.

OEM: Original Equipment Manufacture, the company responsible for manufacturing the end product
(i.e Audi, Volvo, Ford).

System: driver assistance system, combination of
driver assistance systems, or automated driving system.

Omniscient: Adiuvo subsystem that serves to centralize important environmental information.

Tier 1 Supplier: Company that manufactures components that are purchased by OEMs (i.e Valeo, Continental or Bosch).

Persona: A tool that is used to capture the key characteristics of our user group in one imaginary person
Point of View (POV): it is an user need statement.
Predictive Controls: touchscreen controls in the
Aware Cabin that selectively display based on the

User: in a partially or conditionally autonomous vehicle, the user is the driver; in a fully autonomous
vehicle, the users are passengers.
UI: user interface.
UX: user experience.
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Figure 3: Groseries trip with Joyce in Palo Alto.
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The Brief
It is the aim of the project to invent the enhanced
driving experience for 60 - 80 years old people by
a system that improve their skills while developing
the task, this product might be implemented in the
2020-2025. The project takes place in Valeo’s business group of comfort & driving assistance, taking
in account that people will require intuitive controls, that cars will be connected and automated.
It is found as an opportunity the fact that the 25%
of driving population will be over 60 years old, additionally, there is the point that the accident rate
spikes after the age 65.
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Need Statement
The deployment of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems will greatly increase motor vehicle safety and
decrease the stress of driving. The NHTSA predicts
widespread adoption of level 1 autonomous systems such as adaptive cruise control and active lane
assist for new cars on the market within the next five
years. While the commercial arrival of fully autonomous driving systems will still be decades away,
current system and sensors can drastically increase
driver safety through assisted driving systems that
can aid the driver in highway conditions as well as
critical safety maneuvers. Tier 1 suppliers like Valeo
are currently focusing on capturing this market with
components that enable the smooth integration of
sensor and smart assisted driving technologies in
order to create a safer and better driver experience.
One specific demographic group that will greatly
benefit from the adoption of assisted driving technologies as well as sensors that can increase driver safety will be drivers over the age of 60. Accident
rates spike after age 65-70, but these older drivers
do not want to stop driving. Almost one quarter of
drivers are over the age of 60, and this demographic
is the leading purchaser of new vehicles. The need
to improve senior driver and road safety along with
the tendency of this demographic to buy new cars
creates a large market opportunity.
However, there is a significant barrier in the widespread adoption newer sensor systems as well as
assisted driving systems. Currently, assistive driving
technology development often outpaces progress in
the human-machine interface. As features get add-

ed, the controls only get more complicated for the
driver which discourages technology acceptance.
In fact, most of current driver interfaces are still
isolated single systems. Not only does this pose a
challenge in unifying the car control system under
assisted driving systems, but it also makes the car
increasingly difficult to operate from the perspective
of the driver as more and more technology gets incorporated into the vehicle.
The improvements in sensors and assistive driving
systems can keep seniors safely behind the wheel
for a longer period of time, the current designs for
these systems fails to address the real needs from
this segment of the population:
1. They target different audiences: Many of
these systems are designed for highly technically literate individuals. They often present more information than necessary which
can be confusing to the casual driver.
2. They do not address real needs: Current
driver interfaces still leaves many unresolved problems when operated by seniors.
These interfaces do not address ergonomic
concerns, mobility issues, decreases in visual and auditory sensitivity, and the high
stress moments of driving.
In order to address these needs, we must create a
user experience that addresses the actual difficulties that seniors face while driving.

Figure 4: Chart of accident rates for different age demographics. Accident rates spike after age 65.
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Figure 5: Daniel showing he manage to use cruze control in his car.

Problem Statement
A large number of older users--especially if disabled,
suffering from limited mobility, or living in isolated
suburban housing--rely on their cars as a lifeline to
the world. Many who suffer from dementia continue
to drive regardless of the danger they pose as their
conditions worsen. To these drivers---more than
any other age group--driving means independence.
It enables them to continue living full lives. Just like
with the death of a spouse, the loss of a driving license very often is the catalyst for these users’ rapid
deterioration. Conversely, seniors who have transportation mobility also have a much higher quality
of life.
The problem addressed herein arises from this:
seniors often do not want to stop driving, yet this
market tends to be reluctant to accept new technology, even that which could allow them to stay on the
road for significantly longer than they could other-

wise. Using this as a starting point, certain questions
must be answered before designing the assisted
driving User experience:
1. What creates the stressful moments on
the road for the senior drivers?
2. What are the problems with current
driver interface experience?
3. How are people interacting with their
cars and the new tech in their vehicles?
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Corporate Partner:
Valeo
Valeo is a tier 1 automotive parts manufacturer
and technology company whose clients are established car manufacturers all over the world. Based
in France, Valeo operates in 29 countries with 81,800
employees and $13.9 billion in annual sales (2015).
80% of all European cars contain Valeo parts.
Our project is operating within Valeo’s four business
groups: Comfort and Driving Assistance, Powertrain,
Thermal Systems, and Visibility. Our primary application area is in the Comfort and Driving Assistance
group, but components from each of the other three
are present in our design space as well. Our main liaisons within Valeo are working with the company’s
innovation and research group dubbed Innocore.

Context
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The Design
Team

Caroline Interligator
interligatorc@dschool.fr
ME310 Program at Paris-est D.School
Previous:
BS Engineering, Ecole des Mines, France
MS Building Information Modeling, Ecole des Ponts
et Chausses, Paris
Skills: thermal design, building information modeling, project management
Caroline is an engineer with an emphasis on green
buildings and building information modeling. She
has previously worked at the Green Energy Laboratory in Shanghai; at Sherwood Design Engineers, a
civil and environmental firm in New York City; and
at Bouygues Construction, French building leader, in
Paris.

R. Davis Born

Peter Wang

rdborn@stanford.edu
MS Mechanical Engineering Student, Stanford
Previous: BS Mechanical Engineering, UIUC
Skills: computer programming, mechanical design,
mechatronics, machining

xywang@stanford.edu
MS Chemical Engineering Student, Stanford
Previous: BS Chemical Engineering, Stanford

With experience in controls, mechatronics, and thermal sciences as well as a healthy exposure to many
popular programming languages, Davis is steering
his career towards the space exploration industry.
His time with SpaceX and NASA’s JPL has confirmed
that space is the coolest.

Peter was born in Hangzhou, China, but moved to
the US when he was 8. While he studies chemical
engineering, he loves interdisciplinary work in engineering spanning bioengineering to computer
science. He has previously worked designing drug
delivery films, biomedical devices, large-scale cooling systems, and oil pipelines. While not studying
or working, you might find him backpacking in the
California wilderness, coding up small side projects,
couchsurfing somewhere around the world, or playing some music.
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Figure 6: Adiuvo Team.
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and has studied architecture and civil engineering
in Paris. His practice has an emphasis on generative
design. He has completed internships at Stephane
Maupin and Partners, WAO Architecture, and works
as a freelance architect, and parametric modeling/
CNC tools trainer.

A native of Cali, Colombia, Alejandro is a visual communication designer with an emphasis on branding
and editorial design. He works as a freelance designer. He has interest in cultural and educational enterprises, applying knowledge of design field to achieve
better experiences with communities.
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Figure 7: Global kick-off at Stanford.

3.DESIGN CULTURE
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Design Thinking

Design Stages

Design thinking is a subject discipline which draws
from the expertise, methodologies and tools of designers to help businesses innovate by carrying out
in-depth research on what makes sense for users,
(analyses of the individual’s needs and uses), by
looking at what is currently technologically feasible
and by discerning what is economically viable for
the business in question.

ME310’s pedagogic methodology is based on practical and experiential based learning. Throughout the
years, much research has been conducted regarding
the benefits of this kind of pedagogical approach.
One notable researcher, Kolb, actually defined the
theory of learning as “experience”. The learning approach is divided into 4 stages: experiencing, reflecting, thinking and acting, a cycle which is then continuously repeated.
These different stages develop the student’s ability to come up with concepts, facilitated by their
distance from the given project. Student’s develop
common sense because of the experiential learning
approach as well as developing reflective capabilities through observing real time situations. They
also develop active capabilities through constantly
having to try out new concepts.
This learning process means that the student is always required to be proactive in their approach, and
so their ability to evenly learn and work on the four
areas mentioned above, is multiplied tenfold.
Pedagogical approaches are divided into three activities: Inspiration, Ideation and Implementation. They
are sequenced repeatedly and combine incremental
innovation with disruptive innovation.

Figure 8: The design thinking process applied in Paris d.School
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Inspiration
It consists in observing real life situations and particularly behavioural attitudes, as by doing so, student’s can at least identify the problems and expectations of their client.
The point of this is to ensure students eventually understand their clients better than their clients understand themselves. This way, students can suggest
solutions which their clients will not have thought of
before. Our motto is to take time in identifying the
problem so as to increase the force with which we
obtain the solution « First aim straight and hit hard
». Specific ethnographic research methodologies are
vital to these observations, as they help students to
avoid cultivating their own biases and force them to
project themselves into the reality of those they are
observing.
Other sources of inspiration such as benchmarking
and history are used depending on the nature and
ambition of the project.

Ideation

Implementation

This phase is used to generate appropriate solutions. It relies on brainstorming sessions which respect the rules of collective creativity such as the 7
rules of IDEO, and principals of expression, such as
visual thinking, as well as creating prototypes appropriate for real life situations.

This last part is aimed to introducing a viable solution into a real life situation. The aim is to project
users into an imaginary solution in the most realistic
way possible. Storytelling; highlighting user benefits
(value statements); simulating the final experience
through a pilot model; creating a prototype; replicating the operational delivery, launch and dissemination of the proposed culture in the given business
are all key tools used in Design Thinking.

The aim of Ideation is to test these ideas with a relevant audience as fast as possible. How these are
tested can differ from project to project however the
classic prototype model must remain. This stage is
crucial in reducing both the number of cycles of idea
conception and the risk of validity failure of the suggested solution. In other words, it is a cornerstone
of the process. The basic prototype is essential to
collecting feedback and reduces the costs of idea
conception whilst testing sensical hypotheses.

Once you have found a viable solution, you need to
pursue it ardently else the otherwise great project
will remain a dead idea. The journey from project
idea to real/useable product is imperative. One
needs to communicate the solution to the largest amount of people possible, so as to increase
it’s chances of actually being used. Each individual
needs to be able to understand and relate to the
benefits of the new solution so that they talk about
and as a result market it to a wider audience.
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Schedule
The programme is split into four stages over the
course of the year, with a potential fifth towards the
end.

October

April - June

Warm up “paper bike challenge”. The concept is
to create mechanically functional bikes made
of cardboard. The students spend three weeks at
the school Ponts et Chausées followed by 10 days
at Stanford University where the inter-team tournament is held and attended by our partners. This visit
facilitates discussions with businesses and includes
visits to Silicon Valley start ups to offer students the
opportunity to learn from and absorb their work culture. Additionally, we invite our industrial stakeholders to join the group, an expense they must cover,
to be involved in the Silicon Valley “learning expedition”.

The third part of the programme is called “Make it
Happen”. Students are asked to demonstrate the
technical feasibility of their found solution by
creating a functioning level one prototype. They
can also take their project past this level, however,
this depends on how far their thought process has
come and on their relationship with their partners.
Students generally spend the month of May at Stanford University or with their academic partners finalising their prototype, including it’s technological
features. They must also complete and deliver a presentation in front of industrial stakeholders.

November - December
The first exploration period is called “Make it Up”.
Student’s go through a one semester, fast tracked
version of the process which includes identifying the
problem through analysis, observation and exploration, creativity, realisation, and the creation of prototypes. All teams are asked to take part in a need
finding exercise set in a real life situation, an activity
which helps to liven up this part of the programme.

January - March
The second part of the programme is called “Make
it Real”. Students are asked to recreate the process,
with a focus on researching and testing so called
“wild ideas”. These need to be tested using prototypes and by researching how technologically feasible they are.

June onwards
Students are given the option of extending their participation on the programme through taking part in
an internship. Students who choose to continue are
expected to explain and demonstrate the economic
viability of their previous project concept were it
to be included as part of the internal operations
of the business. They are required to lead and develop projects in conjunction with the internal project manager, which will facilitate internal progress.
Students also support with operational delivery and
help develop communications whilst remaining supported by the D.School.
Students are required to deliver a presentation and
submit an essay of between 50-200 pages every
semester, following up on their observations and
analyses, experiments, methodologies and results.
These should be developed with both scientific
rigour and aesthetic creativity (both of which can be
found in L’Ecole des ponts et chaussees drawings or
Leonardo Da Vinci’s notebooks).
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Figure 9: Madeleine driving through the countryside.

4.INSPIRATION
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The User
Our brief focuses specifically on seniors aged from
60 to 80 years old. But the breadth of our topic
forced us to consider the entire range of characteristics that define our target. There are three main
areas to consider to define our users; frequency and
type of car use, physical and cognitive state, technological awareness and savviness. Our focus has ultimately settled on stress and stress reduction.
For our study and project, it was really important to
understand the different uses of their car that seniors could have, and the psychological effects of
driving in these different environments. As the team
is split between the US and France we were in position to observe the differences in use in between
countries. Our users can be defined by three different profiles, retired drivers, occasional drivers and
frequent drivers. Depending on their conditions, we
face different needs and constraints.
The physical and cognitive questions are important
as they represent different constraints as drivers.
Our project aims to understand how to find a unified and homogeneous solutions to the wide variety
of cognitive and physical impairments.
The last axis on which we evaluate our users is their
adoption of technologies and their actual savviness.
Project Adiuvo is meant to be a gateway to the adoption of next generation cars, therefore the we need
to understand how the users accept and interact
with new technologies. Regarding those questions,
it is really important to keep in mind the timeframe
of the project, the seniors of 2020 are not the same
as the seniors of today. It is much more relevant to
look at the generation just younger to anticipate the
future technological trends.
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Trust Establishment
Given the attitudes of our user group around new
technology adoption, we wanted to pay special attention to how we develop trust. If the user is unwilling to follow the guidance of our assistive technology, the product could instead become a distraction.
On the other hand, if the user feels comfortable
relying on the technology to augment their natural
capabilities, it could enable them to stay on the road
for longer.
Real human assistance: create a system that allows the user to talk with a trained representative
immediately for any questions or concerns.
Older adults might prefer to speak to a human
rather than using online or written resources.
Realistic speech: ensure that any pre-recorded
speech the vehicle delivers has natural speech inflections. Speech that is perceived to be human creates a much stronger emotional bond.
Experiment with incorporating seniors’ own
speech patterns.
Vehicle knows the owner’s name with correct
pronunciation.
Communicate sensor inputs: Let the driver know
when the vehicle senses obstacles, changes in driver
alertness, etc.
Ensure that communications don’t overwhelm
the user.
Integrate with other communication technology.

Figure 10: Needfinding with Jacqueline, showing
how she manage to park her car.
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Communication
Facilitation
One complication of designing for an aging population is dealing with sensory impairments. A user
may have a combination of visual, auditory, or mobility impairments that limit their ability to receive
certain modes of communication. The following are
possible ways we can communicate with the driver
through different senses.
Haptic:
Vibration: Use vibrations in the steering wheel
or car seat to deliver directions.
Skin Stretch: Use friction to stretch the user’s
skin in the palm of their hand.
Figure 11: Needfinding with Rachel and Joseph. He
explains his difficulty with touch buttons.

Realistic speech:
Head-up display: show information on the
driver’s windshield.
Mirror displays: show camera feeds from the
rear and side mirrors.
Button interface: clearly indicate function and
make them intuitive for the user to locate while
driving.
Communicate sensor inputs:
Deliver any auditory communications in a loud,
clear voice.
Avoid using voice entirely, and instead use signals such as beeps and alarms.
In addition to the car giving information to the driver, equally important is the driver giving information
to the car. The following are ways we might accomplish that:
Alertness tracking: Receive passive cues from the
driver as to his or her alertness
Determine the driver’s state without affecting
from their focus.
Facilitate the ability to intervene in unsafe scenarios.
Simple controls: Incorporate big, clearly labeled
buttons or other driver interface.
Personalization: Have the user create a profile
upon purchasing the technology to allow the vehicle
to predict successful modes of communication.
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Stakeholders
Project Adiuvo is questioning many existing frames
and innovation can only take place if every stakeholder can take part and profit from the product.
Here, the map of the stakeholders is very large,
starting with the end users.
The seniors we are designing our product for represent a population that needs to drive more than any
other. Their car is capital to their comfort of life and
well being. Project Adiuvo as to be convincing and
trustworthy, it is more important than anything to
convince the people that will benefit the most from
it.
Valeo, being a tier 2 supplier was used to be asked
for features by the carmakers. Recently, thanks to
their innovation culture, Valeo shifted the paradigm
and is now the one proposing the products. Therefore, it is important for Valeo that project Adiuvo, becomes a convincing product for the carmakers.
The carmakers on their end, want a product that will
orient the end users toward their cars rather than
the competition. They need not only to have a product the buyers want but also a product different
from their competitors. Therefore for the constructors, it is very important that not only the product is
successful with their target but that it is tailorable to
their needs and identity. It is in fact the reason why
Valeo can not brand their product.
The legal and governmental stakeholders also have
an important role to play in an automotive project.
In fact their interests are the same as the users. They
want safer and more independent seniors. There is
also an ecological trend to take into account. The actual use of cars is something that is aimed at being
reduced, therefore the best product would need to
be ecologically interesting to be convincing.

“I would really
like for Angèle to
drive again.”
- Roger
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Benchmarking
Our prompt encompasses many overlapping design spaces. We will be dealing with a new technology whose
function is not yet clearly defined and a user group that has very particular needs. With that in mind, we
wanted to focus on the following areas during our initial benchmarking phase:
Synergistic Technology: Technology that isn’t currently being applied to assistive driving, but which we
suspect will be useful in our project
Existing Assistive Driving Technologies: Devices currently in use in vehicles
Existing Assistive Technology (Non-Automotive): Devices aimed at users with various impairments
Academic Research

User Sensor/Feedback
Technology
Eye (Iris) Tracking: Infrared eye tracking systems
are currently in research and some limited commercial applications. A driver’s eye movement can be analyzed and quantified with the use of infrared lights
and built-in cameras. This data can then be used to
determine where the driver is focusing and his or
her gaze. These systems could help to detect driver
engagement and alertness. The Stanford team has
ordered a developer version of Eye Tribe tracking
software in order to test out the implementation
and efficacy of this technology. We expect to have
initial results early in 2016.
Capacitive Touch Sensors: Capacitive touch sensors detect when conductive material contacts
them, such as a hand. The technology is widely used
in touch screen interfaces, but can be applied to a
vehicle in order to understand the driver’s state. For
instance, the sensor would be able to tell whether
the driver’s hands are on the wheel.
Shear/Skin-Stretch Haptics: Skin-stretch haptic
feedback is an exciting alternative to traditional vibration feedback. It uses friction between the user’s
skin and the haptic device in order to create a shear
force. Skin stretch has shown utility as an intuitive
mode of haptic communication, as it is a more realistic sensation than a vibration.
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Existing Assistive
Driving Technologies
Heads-up Display: Key driving, navigational, and
environmental information is projected onto the
area of the windshield nearest the driver. The projector can be embedded in the dashboard or in the
vehicle roof. The Stanford team has tested a very
simple version of heads-up technology that uses
the light from a smartphone screen to project onto
the windshield. The experience of driving with this
display was mixed: it was convenient to not have
to look down at the speedometer, but felt difficult
to place as much trust in the digital read-off as the
actual vehicle speedometer. We also have concerns
surrounding its functionality in bright sunlight or
snowy (all-white) environments.
E-mirrors: External cameras assist the driver by
showing them live feeds of blind spots. Screens are
placed on the dashboard or on rearview and side
mirrors.
Global Positioning System (GPS): GPS systems
are widely used in one form or another. Recently,
bulky dedicated GPS systems have been replaced
by smartphone GPS capabilities. However, many
drivers, especially older ones, still prefer dedicated
systems.
Cruise Control: Cruise Control allows the vehicle
to maintain a set speed without the driver touching
the accelerator. This is particularly useful in highway
driving. It has been around for a long time and is
widely accepted.
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS): ABS completely
changed the way people drive. Many drivers found
it difficult to adjust at first, often forgetting to no longer pump their brakes. This technology is now pervasive, though, and it is well-understood and trusted.
Parking Assist: Some cars have the ability to parallel
park by themselves, although this technology is not
yet widely used or trusted. This adoption seems like
an important first step on the road to implementing
autonomous vehicles.
Alternative Computer Input Devices: There is
a surprising array of devices to help with human/
computer interaction. Some options, such as touchscreens, are becoming standard, but others -like a
sip-and-pull device that manipulates the cursor with
pulls of air from the user- cater to more extreme
cases of disability. Computers will be an important
part of autonomous vehicles, so application of this
technology has significant potential.

Screen/Text Enlarging Devices: For those who
have vision impairments or otherwise dislike reading small text, magnifying devices can make this task
easier. These have existed in multiple forms for generations and are simple and effective.
Personal Mobility Devices: Wheelchairs, walkers,
canes, and other similar devices fall under this umbrella. Examining how effectively these devices negate the disability they aim to address will provide
insights into the ergonomic considerations that will
need to be a part of the design of an assisted driving
system for the elderly.
Assistive Hearing Devices: Hearing aids and the
like serve to restore hearing loss. Unfortunately they
often amplify background noise, washing out other
useful sounds. This means that feedback to elderly
drivers should not be exclusively -or even primarilyauditory.
Personal Alert Systems: If someone is in an emergency situation and cannot reach a phone, personal
alert systems worn on the body will allow them to
call for help.
Lane Keeping: Research is currently being done
on how users respond to autonomous vehicle lane
keeping paired with haptic and auditory feedback
[6]. In general, lane keeping is improved with these
signals, but this is an aggressive way of assisting the
driver and may cause issues with identity and ownership in our target market.
Bilateral Control: All autonomous vehicles will relinquish control to the driver at any time, but some
work has been done to offer methods of facilitating
this interaction [9]. Traditionally, communication
only moves from the driver to the machine except
when the vehicle finds itself in a situation that it cannot handle and it asks the driver to take back control. In this research, the car provides gentle signals
to the driver to indicate its intent and the driver can
either allow the car to continue on its course of action or override it.
Intelligent Stress-reducing Elements: Some research has been done into the incorporation of
stress reducing elements in the driver’s seat, and it
has even led to the commercialization of this technology [15]. The vehicle uses sensors in the seat to
determine the driver’s alertness and stress levels
and it responds with a massage accordingly.
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Figure 12: Daniel and his wife while driving
in the highway

Needfinding
Our project targets drivers reaching an age at which
they can no longer safely drive. This group has
very particular needs, and a tendency to underreport them. Their driving habits affect not only their
own lifestyles, but also those of their families and
other drivers on the road. We can also gain insight
by drawing parallels between seniors aged 60 and
over and other demographics. With that in mind, we
wanted to cast our net wide and talk to the following
stakeholders:
People currently in the 60-85 year-old age
demographic.
Users of existing comparable systems.
Older users who have already adopted a
lot of assistive technology (Super users).
Families of seniors.

The following sections will delineate the key insights
we gained from each user group highlights specific
user interviews for each user group for additional
context and insights.
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Current 60-85		
year olds
There are two distinct groups within this demographic: those fairly quick to accept new technology, and those very reluctant to do so. Based on interviews with the former, it seems assisted driving
would be comparatively easy for them to accept. In
the case of the latter, however, the reluctance is often a result of either fear or a desire to remain in full
control of the car. Whether this is because the car is
an integral part of the driver’s identity, or because
the driver thinks they know better than the computer, it is important that the experience we design allows the driver to feel integral to the system, even
when the vehicle is in control, while still giving them
the freedom to take advantage of the autonomy.
Almost universally, seniors were more willing to
adopt assistive driving technology if it is presented
as a safety feature. This segues into a greater conversation on the importance of marketing to seniors: many seniors commented that they don’t like
buying products created exclusively for the elderly.
Another comment that came up in many interviews
was the importance of presentation and marketing.
One user expressed that she doesn’t like products
that are marketed towards the elderly, and that she
would accept it more readily if the product were
marketed towards a more general group of people
with impairments that doesn’t discriminate based
on age. Other users said the opposite--they wouldn’t
like products marketed towards impairments. We
have found that a lot of elderly people will not admit
that they have impairments in general.

Families
There is a lot to be learned from the children and
families of our target market. The children can offer
largely uncensored accounts of their parents’ physical and mental abilities, especially as they relate to
the task of driving. They can also give suggestions
that may be more feasible to implement with existing technology because they have still been in the
workforce and are more aware of present-day technological capabilities.
Many adults aged 40-50 will also make purchasing
suggestions for their aging parents. A deciding factor for both parties when purchasing a car is safety.
Decisions will be made based on crash test and other safety ratings and the driver’s perceived trust in
the vehicle or brand.
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Users of Comparable
Systems
The users most heavily investigated so far in this
realm are pilots. Airplane autopilots are an established technology that closely resembles the systems that would be present in semi-autonomous
automobiles. Overall, pilots like autopilot systems
because they handle mundane tasks and allow the
pilot to monitor the flight and the plane on a system
level. However, pilots must be trained on these systems, and a flight plan must be set up before each
flight. This protocol would be completely infeasible
for bringing assisted driving to the consumer market because the effort to use the technology would
outweigh its benefits.

“You have to
know your car.
Every car has
different margins
of error.”
- Roger

There are, of course, some things that pilots do not
like about autopilot systems. One complaint is that
the computer is very bad at catching human errors,
and this is why there must be a co-pilot. An example
of a human error would be setting a point along the
journey at which to descend and not setting a target
altitude. In this situation, the plane would descend
right into the ground. It will be interesting to continue investigating this user group and learn more
about the more advanced autopilots on the market
as these are closer to true level 3 automation and
have more safety catches in place.
Interestingly, autopilot is always preferred in highrisk situations. In fact, autopilot is required by the
FAA when flying above a certain altitude because
planes can get twice as close to each other in that
air space and humans cannot be trusted in such a
situation. Autopilots are also preferred in inclement
weather. Only the most extreme situations will call
for direct pilot intervention.

Super Users
These users will be investigated further as they can
provide insights into how to market new technology
such that it has a higher chance of being accepted
by our target demographic. For us, super-users are
current 60-85 year-olds who are still completely independent and utilize a lot of modern technology.
This group is harder to find, but they can provide
honest information about the needs of their peers
as well as thoughtful explanations of their trepidations about new technology. We have found that
speaking with this group confirms the suspicion that
driving is a large part of a person’s identity and it
is important that we do not detract from that with
our design. In fact, if our design does not effectively
augment the user’s identity, then it will be an uphill
battle to widespread acceptance.
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Interviews
The main takeaway about driving stress was that it
exists under the radar. Few people, especially older people, would describe themselves as stressed
drivers, yet driving stress is experienced universally
to varying degrees. As driving generally becomes instinctual over time, so then to be a successful driver really requires the consistent suppression of the
general background stress of driving.
When encountering any specific user, it wasn’t judicious for us as researchers to cause supplementary
stress as a matter of design methodology, therefore
the needfinding consisted of both observing the
possible stressful on-road situations and extrapolating from them just how stressful they might be
for a driver, hypothetically, and also inquiring as to
what exactly constituted our users’ least-favourite
or most-loathed driving situations.
The latter were often due to a specific traumatic experience in the driver’s past or specific to their regular driving environment, whether they most often
drive on country roads, busy city streets, or on highways. Results were varied, extensive, and across the
board of the driving task, as every possible driving
situation could stress a driver, even if infinitesimally:
navigating intersections, around trucks and cyclists,
observing near-misses, challenging geography, and
heavy traffic, for example.

“I may not learn
to use something
new by myself,
but I’m open to
someone
showing me how
it works.”
- Joyce
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Madeline and Gilbert (60s) are a couple who live
in Beynes, in the far western suburbs of Paris. They
have two cars and drive regularly. Their lives are
pretty stable and they strong driving habits and rituals. Madeline in particular does several drives every week: 10 minutes to the supermarket in a town
nearby, Plaisir; 15 minutes to play cards with friends;
and two hours to visit her parents in another town.
Once a month she will drive about an hour to visit
her children in other parts of Paris.

Jacqueline (70s) is a retired grandmother who lives
in Sartrouville. She has an old car that she bought in
1999. It is a small car, and this is the very reason she
bought it. Even though her car is old and does not
work as well she does not see why she would change
it. Interestingly enough it is a manual car and automatic cars do not represent anything that she would
want. Jacqueline is helped at home by an assistant
that comes daily to help her do groceries and daily
things. Even though she still drives on her own, her
family wants her to take a taxi to cross Paris. She
drives mainly to visit friends who live nearby and to
buy groceries.

Rachel (82) lives in Vincennes, in the suburbs of
Paris, with her husband Jo (90). Jo never drives and
Rachel is always the driver. Rachel takes real pleasure in driving and uses her car for most of her travels, from the groceries to meeting friends or to play
cards. Rachel is very technologically aware, she owns
a recent car with modern features but does not use
them all. She connected her phone via bluetooth but
cannot use the radio without someone setting it up
for her. She also uses a tablet and a smartphone on
which she uses skype and Uber.
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User Experiences
Madeleine’s experience of being pushed around on
the road by trucks has informed her fear of overtaking and driving between trucks and barriers.
Daniel’s experience of finding GPS disturbing and
not wanting to be distracted by it has informed his
reliance on vocal GPS instructions.
Joyce’s experience of difficulty entering and exiting
cars that are too low or too high and with doors that
are too heavy, informed her use of tools to aid this
process.
Jacqueline’s stressful driving experience and accidents led her family to have to prohibit from driving
in the city.

Insights
Driving stress is often unrecognised by drivers both
fully able and less able, and is a universal factor in
driving.
Voice control could be very useful in this project as
both a constant source of varied assistance, and
also a source of company.
Drivers need help making decisions, due to different
road circumstances providing too much information
or too little.
Conditional automation itself is not the problem for
stressed senior drivers. Manual driving features so
many intrinsic stresses that are simpler to tackle
than those in play in semi-automated driving.
Reduction in acuity to actions that able drivers take
for granted, such as neck turning, profoundly affects
less mobile drivers, whether elderly and disabled, or
younger and temporarily handicapped due to injury.
The stress of various driving tasks and eventualities
roughly equates to the stress of various parts of the
skydiving experience.
Relevant road and environmental information
needs to be complete and accessible, delivered in a
timely and relevant manner, and with easily actionable solutions, in order for seniors to meaningfully
be able to avoid the stress of driving.
It’s possible to dramatically improve the stress situation of senior drivers by observing their behaviour
and making tactical changes to the vehicle interface
and the delivery of information to the driver.
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First Brainstorm
d.school
Design development work began in January with
the first of several brainstorms that month, at the
d.school. The aim of this initial brainstorm amongst
the team was to consolidate accumulated knowledge and come up with some sensible and possibly
radical new directions for prototyping.

Four Themes
The four questions we sought to answer and themes
addressed are as follows :
How could or should the seniors use their time
while in autonomous mode?

How should driving information best be
delivered?

This brainstorm was partly spontaneous and was
intended to provide new areas of concern for future interviews and needfinding with our users. The
potential problems we explored were deliberately
skewed younger, so drivers in the 50-60-year-old
age group in 2015, representing future drivers who
may or may not already have established and ongoing relationships with technological devices.

We wanted to understand the most efficient methods of communication between car and driver. We
have come to understand that cars are very much
not delivering adequate results. It’s important to
keep in mind that drivers, especially those that have
diminished sight, hearing, touch and other senses,
want and need to stay entirely focused on the road,
and this need has the effect of greatly diminishing
the amount of cognitive space they can devote to
their instruments and in-car functions, especially
those on the dashboard.

Lone Driver
Mobius
Personal table, as in plane
Apps for the car
Family and Couples
Detachable screen
Personal screen, one each passenger
Roof screen
Display screen on windows
Middle screen table, Pizza Hut table
Flexible screen
One big screen for all passenger to reunite
Examples of activities:
Work on computer
Read
Watch movie, music videos
Chat with passengers, on the phone
Knitting
Sleep

Outputs
Hud with information
Lights in windows or mirrors
Hologram displaying car surrounding
Haptic outputs
Inflating seat haptic
Surround buzzer
Internal lighting
E-mirrors with pictogram
Inputs

Pop-up buttons, highlighted
Gestures detector
Eye tracking input
Voice
Object as button
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How can we assist the drivers progression in
the car?

How can the passenger participate in the driving experience?

What autonomous vehicle technologies make the
most sense to assist the senior driver? Although
older drivers differ widely in their physical state and
ability, we wanted to address worst-case scenarios:
the significantly immobile and handicapped. Our
solutions aimed to not just compensate for the driver’s physical problems but to also holistically assist
them to generally be stronger and in better shape.

We wanted to take into greater account the traditional rule that unofficially utilises the passenger as
a kind of copilot. This role includes tasks involving
navigation, entertainment, stimulation, awareness,
time notification and scheduling. and countless others. We really want to enshrine this role the passenger handles, and improve the communication and
collaboration between passenger and driver.

Entering & leaving the car
US, car is too high VS too low in France
Key, with personal settings
Smartphone as car key
Door

Automatic door
Sliding door on top of the car
Ramp door

Arms & seats
Inflatable seats
Rotative seats
Extending seats
Central stack for socializing
Sun

Partial tainted glass with eye sensors
Shades, garage door style
Specific spot sunshades
Individual sun block
Railed sun block on windshield
Dentist style shade

Wheelchair
Adapted as the driver’s seat

Helping
2 drivers, 2 wheels and sets of pedals
Settings
Smartphone mirroring control
Remote control
Big buttons
From outside
Apps building a new driving eco system
Help button
Handi map
Car sitting
Park 4 me
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Selected Ideas
We went back and forth one by one through the shortlist to ascertain which ideas could interact with others
and thus be merged to create a whole unified system or experience, or at least form unified prototypes.
We used idea sheets to represent the shortlisted ideas, consisting of objectives, pros and cons, and action
plans. We did not suffer for a lack of ideas, so a purge via vote was necessary after some quick dirty prototyping (5’ to prepare each idea and show its functionality to the team). The dozen we ended up voting for
and shortlisting were considered the most relevant, the most viable, and the least fantastic. There was some
pressure to combine ideas to salvage aspects of less popular ones. We tried to link this first brainstorming
session with our users, and came up with several solutions that could help significantly Joyce, Rachel, Roger,
Angèle, André and Marie-Claire

Joyce
Pre-purchase virtual-reality simulator “Training
Wheels”
Keyless smartphone “PreKey”
Inflatable, rotating “Bubble Seat”
Driving assistant “Suggestor”
Roger and Angèle
Sun blocking windshield app “Eclipse”
Disabled lift/ramp “Wheels on Wheels”
Artificial Driving Intelligence copilot “Adi”
Rachel
Armrest and double-joystick control “JoyRest”
App environment “HeyMe”
360 traffic hologram “Omniscient”
André and Marie-Claire
Sociable rotating chairs “MeetCar”
Interactive content table “The Freew”
Smart touchscreen windshield “WV”
Figure 13: Brainstroming
session at d.school Paris
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CEP / CFP Prototypes
From the first brainstorming, it seemed apparent
that 2 ideas had an interesting potential and that
were worth trying to prototype. This selections was
the result of an open vote on all the generated ideas
and an evaluation of their potential impact. Some
ideas were dismissed because they were judged
too specific. Thus we ended up picking Prekey and
Windvision.

Prekey
The idea behind Prekey is to offer a solution to seniors for the difficulties they can encounter when
using their cars. The car ergonomics are hardly intelligible for most people and represent a real challenge and problem for seniors.
Real life problems
André and Jacqueline getting help for their cars.
Joyce and Rachel want to use all the functions in
their cars but don’t always know them.
Joyce and Stacey want their car settings customized everytime.
Paul cannot help the driver with the AC, radio or
gps because the central stack is too far.
Description
As you buy a car, Valeo gives you a virtual key as a
smartphone app that is unique to you. This app has
access to all the car’s internal settings and makes
them available to you anytime outside the car.

Figure 14: Stacey testing the Prekey mockup on a
smarthphone
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Notes

Feedback

The numbers tell that the adoption of smartphone
for future seniors is growing, thus we actually have
27% of adults ages 65 and older owning smartphones, we can only assume that the proportion will
be higher in 5 to 10 years. Lower adoption rates of
new technologies are often related to barriers seniors face when adopting them. But seniors are the
most likely age group to describe their smartphones
as “freeing” or “connecting”.

The testings of Prekey gave us many direction and
indications on the relationship seniors have with
tech. One of the main positive learning was the efficiency to have the settings accessible from outside
the vehicle. Our users declared being more able to
set their car according to their needs if they could
do it on an app. They would also spend more time
learning how to use their car if they could do it anywhere. As for using the app to gather help, the testing we made was not very relevant as we talked to
tech savvy person. This prototype offers a promising
direction, one of the issues being that it is based on
a lot of existing techs and ideas.

Why PreKey

For Who

How

Feedback
Stacey : “I am already a geek and
can solve issues on my own”.
Daniel : Liked it and would
spend more time adjusting the
settings.
Stacey : Liked the idea, but
needs to be clearer.
Daniel: Liked the process and
went through even though it was
not finalized.
Valeo : “Gamify” the process, having a constant, “car usage level
: 65%”
Stacey: Loved the idea as she
shares her car with her boyfriend
who is taller.
Daniel : Sees the use for radio
but not for seat.

Getting help
for using the
car properly

André,
Jacqueline

Getting helped
directly with
exported car settings
stored in the phone.

Using more
of the car’s
functions

Joyce,
Rachel

The first time using
the car, a welcoming
scenario guides you
through some of the
major settings.

Customizing
the car’s settings

Joyce,
Stacey

Settings are stored
on the key, with the
app.

Helping the
driver with the
settings

Paul, and couples in general

Car settings app
Not tested
is mirrored and
available to the other
passengers.
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Windvision
Senior drivers complain of various problems that
can be solved by bringing all relevant driving information into their line of sight. They struggle to use
different car functions, like radio, air-conditioning,
phone functions and GPS, because of the fear of
taking their eyes off the road. They struggle to use
phone GPS for the same reason, and so rely on voice
GPS instructions. They struggle at night to see signage outside, and controls inside the car, and to
discern relevant from irrelevant information in the
busy streetscape. The need to have all relevant information delivered in the driver’s field of view is a
strong one.
Real life problems
André and Jacqueline getting help for their cars.
Joyce and Rachel want to use all the functions in
their cars but don’t always know them.
Joyce and Stacey want their car settings customized everytime.
Paul cannot help the driver with the AC, radio or
gps because the central stack is too far.
Description
A smart windshield that functions as a heads-up
display with the display inbuilt rather than projected. The heads up display allows many interactions
such as alerting the driver of interior and exterior
issues, and displaying relevant information in terms
of navigation and speed limits. While in autonomous
mode, the screen can be used to share a video with
all the passengers.

Figure 15: Participatory video workshop giving their feedback
on the first iteration Windvision

“I loved being able to
understand my
surroundings without
having to look away.”
- Marinette
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Notes

Feedback

This prototype depends a lot on theoretical technologies, the different technologies of smart glass
or screen embedded glass are relatively recent and
immature.

Windvision version 0.1 was a non-interactive video
simulation. It was tested in Participatory Video sessions. Participatory Video is a tool that allows users
to reflect on their problems and necessities, giving
the space to talk and discuss on a certain topic of
interest. For our project, there was an opportunity
to implement it in a session of updating the driving
skills for seniors. This space allow the project to enrich the insights we already had, and confirm some
assumptions and break other ones. For the testing
of the HUD prototype, it was interesting to create a
debate and time of reflection around it, to see if it
was useful or annoying.

Why WV

For Who

How

Feedback

Sometimes
missing
important
information

Roger

Contextual alerts
displayed on the
HUD

Marinette: Great!
Daniel : Too many informations,
distracting.

Need to focus
on the road

André, Daniel

Display relevant
information on
windshield.

Stacey : Not good for motion
sickness.
Daniel: Not focused on the road
enough.

Sharing
occupation

Alonso,
couples,
families

Use the windshield
to display the video.

Stacey: Not good for motion
sickness.
Daniel : Likes to be able to watch
the road behind.

Control
transition

New users

Giving feedbacks on
the reasons, timer,
message.

Not tested
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Haptic Wheel
The Stanford CFP attempts to evaluate the possibility of incorporating skin-stretch haptic feedback
into a steering wheel. Our user research shows that
older adults have difficulty feeling vibrations, and
we expected that problem would be amplified on
bumpy roads. A skin-stretch mechanism conveys
information haptically by using friction to pull on a
user’s skin, which may function better in a bumpy
environment in order to convey the direction the assistive driving technology wants the car to turn.

Description

Our steering wheel prototype has both a skinstretch device and a capacitive touch sensor that
would monitor driver alertness by sensing whether
the driver’s hands are on the wheel. We also tested
the effect of texture on the skin stretch mechanism
by adding various materials around the edge of the
wheel.

An outer wheel has a strip of copper tape that acts
as a capacitive touch sensor. When a hand is in contact with the copper tape, the sensor is triggered
and the central wheel begins to rotate sinusoidally
over a span of approximately thirty degrees.

Real life problems
When implemented in the car, we hope that the
haptic wheel will foster trust with the user by providing an unambiguous channel of communication.
If successful, the user can use the steering wheel
feedback to affirm or replace visual or auditory communication.
This prototype also attempts to address some of our
target demographic’s physical impairments. Many
users will have difficulty hearing or seeing. If we can
communicate with those users in an alternate and
equally clear manner, we can open up our product
to a much wider audience.

As a first-round prototype, we chose to implement
this design in a simple yet effective way. Our skinstretch haptic steering wheel is constructed of three
layers of laser-cut duron. The central section is driven by a small DC motor, enabling it to rotate independently from the outer two sections. The friction
created by the central section’s rotation creates skin
stretch.

The system is controlled by two arduino microcontrollers: one to control the wheel rotation, and one
to control the capacitive touch sensor. The arduinos
can be reprogrammed to make the wheel respond
in a more realistic fashion when the prototype is
used during driving simulations.

Ideation
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Feedback
Initial feedback on the haptic steering wheel prototype was encouraging and informative. Interestingly, there was significant variation on what texture
felt the most comfortable on the rotating central
wheel. Some textures, such as the unpadded mesh
and the glue dots, were less generally less popular.
More popular textures included the high-traction
foam, the soft textured foam, and the padded mesh.
Concerns were raised about the practicality of the
skin stretch mechanism in general, particularly in
situations where the user is wearing gloves.

Seeing a physical version of the prototype also highlighted some of the practical complications it might
bring when implemented into a higher-fidelity steering wheel. For instance, we will need to ensure that
the central wheel does not pinch the user’s skin as
it rotates. Certain wheel textures are also highly susceptible to dirt buildup over time (e.g. the soft foam),
and would discourage use if they became grimy.

The capacitive touch sensor was very sensitive to
EMI. When the steering wheel was tested with two
laptops open next to it, the sensor could be activated by a hand that was as far as six inches away.
It was also interesting to note the amount of rotation each user expected. Some users seemed the
want the wheel to continuously rotate, while others
were content with small tugs of friction against their
hands.

Figure 16: The haptic wheel system
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Cascading Lights
Signals from LEDs in the steering wheel were explored as a potential medium by which information
about a vehicle’s autonomous actions could be conveyed to the driver.
Real life problems
In an autonomous driving situation, the car’s planned
actions are potentially ambiguous and unexpected.
This inevitably detracts from the driver’s trust in the
vehicle. A stressful situation such as this could be
mitigated or even eliminated by establishing modes
of clear communication from the car to the driver.
However, this is not necessarily straightforward as
our user group often has greatly diminished senses.
Having already explored haptic and auditory feedback, we were looking to explore how visual feedback would fare on its own. Keeping in mind that
details can be difficult for our users to discern, we
pursued a macro and potentially more ambiguous
signal.
Description
A strip of addressable LEDs were fitted around the
circumference of a steering wheel and an Arduino
was programmed to have them cascade in a continuous clockwise pattern meant to indicate a right
turn. This prototype was shown to users at Avenidas
and on Stanford campus. Users were asked what
they thought the lights were indicating and whether
they would appreciate such a signal from their autonomous car.
Figure 17: Cascading lights prototype

Ideation

Feedback
The majority of users interpreted the signal as we
had intended, but a significant portion also interpreted it as some variant of “the power is on.” Thus
the signal is not universally unambiguous by itself,
but all users agreed that once they knew what the
signal was supposed to mean, it would not be difficult to remember.
The LEDs were very bright, and many users commented on this fact. The general consensus was that
the prototype as it stood would be distracting, but
having such a signal in an autonomous driving situation would be appreciated. One user suggested
using a more traditional blinker-like signal instead
in order to be more consistent with drivers’ expectations.
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Grip Wheel
The convertible wheel prototype addresses vehicle
ergonomics issues that many seniors face. When
the vehicle is being driven, the steering wheel is in
a traditional position. When the driver is entering or
exiting the car, the steering wheel pivots upwards
and locks in place. This provides a handhold for the
driver to pull him or herself out of the car, and also
frees up leg room below the steering wheel. See Figure~\ref{fig:Wheel} for an image of the prototype.
The pivoting motion could be triggered in a number of ways. One elegant solution would be for the
steering wheel to pivot down when the driver puts
the keys in the ignition, and for the wheel to pivot
upwards when the driver removes the keys.
Real life problems
We have identified mobility impairment as a key
need in our target demographic. For many of the users we interviewed, vehicle ingress and egress is a
significant challenge. Certain seniors explained how
they used vehicle features as makeshift handholds,
such as the latch on the frame of a car that the door
hooks on to. Other seniors describe having to move
their seat back every time they exit the car because
they bump their knees on the steering wheel without the extra space.
Having already explored haptic and auditory feedback, we were looking to explore how visual feedback would fare on its own. Keeping in mind that
details can be difficult for our users to discern, we
pursued a macro and potentially more ambiguous
signal.

Description
A mock dashboard was created out of 80/20 aluminum extrusions and laser-cut masonite. A purchased
steering wheel was connected to its own aluminum
extrusion that pivoted about an axis in the dashboard frame. The dashboard was then clamped to
a flat table surface.
When the steering wheel is in its lowermost position, it rests against a stop mounted to the front of
the dashboard. When the steering wheel is rotated
upwards, the extrusion it is mounted to catches on a
solenoid valve with a door-stop style latch attached
to it. The solenoid is attached to an Arduino controller. When a button is pushed, the valve switches
states to be either open or closed. When the valve is
in its open state, the steering wheel is released and
gravity causes the steering wheel to swing downwards.
Although not actually implemented this quarter,
we envision that the steering wheel would be lifted upwards via a cable drive attached to a stepper
motor. When the steering wheel needs to be lifted,
the stepper motor would wind up a cable attached
to the end of the aluminum extrusion, causing the
wheel to pivot upwards until the extrusion latches
on the solenoid valve. The valve would move into
the closed position and the stepper motor would
unwind in order to let the steering wheel pivot back
down in a controlled fashion.

Ideation

Feedback
When the steering wheel prototype was brought to
Avenidas, user feedback was overwhelmingly positive. Seniors were immediately able to grasp the intent of the prototype and imagine it applied to their
own car. Not surprisingly, users with mobility issues
were particularly receptive to the concept.
Some seniors mentioned that the concept could
be improved by including additional handholds
throughout the car cabin. The handholds would ideally be discreet and integrate seamlessly with the
rest of the vehicle.
Given that we were unable to implement the convertible steering wheel concept in an actual vehicle,
it was difficult to get feedback on how the handhold
and additional leg room actually impacted seniors
ability to enter and exit the car. Although the concept was welcomed in the prototype we created, it
may not be as effective in an actual vehicle. More
testing remains to be done.
Our second brainstorm for the year was with a

Figure 18: Grip wheel dynamics
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Figure 19: Brainstorming session at the Carlab in Valeo.

Ideation
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Second Brainstorm
Valeo
handful of Valeo employees from around the company who had accepted InnoCore’s invitation to
work with us for an afternoon at the CarLab. From
a set of questions Valeo had provided as the most
relevant to the brief, we chose three, and then took
a team of three auto engineers to brainstorm those
themes, which were as follows:

Themes
Leverage traditional driver/passenger cooperation in autonomous vehicles
One of the big insight that was observed, and appeared like an obvious thing retrospectively was the
implicit role of the passenger. From our in field studies we encountered many seniors driving in couples
with clearly predefined roles, one was driving while
the other was the passenger. The passenger has the
role to set up the GPS, answer the phone, help navigate. This first brainstorming was on how to leverage that implicit role.
Build trust between seniors and autonomous
vehicles
The second theme was to question and find ways to
build trust into autonomous vehicles. Autonomous
vehicle create discomfort by making the driver feel
helpless and unable to take controls. We had many
insights on what caused those problems and means
to go beyond, such as reaching throught the family,
offer test drives...
Automate vehicles specifically to cater for the
disabled
The last theme was around the potential autonomous cars could have for seniors and how to make
full use of the technologies available in autonomous
cars. How the different sensors could best accommodate the seniors lives.
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Selected Ideas
From those brainstorming a global sharing was
made in between the three teams with their own
respective selected ideas. A global vote was then
organised to determine three ideas that were the
most appealing even though the rest was kept for
further reference. The three ideas most voted for
were, alertness sharer, livestream, navigation pillbox.
Alertness Sharer
By having a passenger or many passengers present in the car we can leverage their presence as a
filter for the incoming information. Be displaying
the alerts to all the passengers, we could increased
overall awareness of road situation with designated
alerts and messages to passengers front and back.
This idea necessitate everyone in the car to be aware
when driving and is not reliable enough in terms of
speed and communication.
LiveStream
Offer a virtual first person experience of autonomous cars to ease the transitioning process. The
idea is to use virtual reality streaming to offer a realistic experience. A virtual reality headset that is
posted to interested future clients to simulate the
assisted driving experience in client’s comfort zone,
their own home or car.
The challenge would be to have a sufficiently immersive and realistic experience for the seniors. Another
issue to address would be the interaction with the
car as it represents a huge part of the experience.
Navigation Pillbox
The aim of the navigation pill box is to help build
trust between the car and the seniors. This trust is
built by a better understanding of the drivers habit
thus offering a better tailored experience with less
bad surprises. A personal task organiser and reminder system modelled on a weekly pillbox, that
assigns GPS information to individual tasks and
assigns tasks to certain days.
One of the obstacles to overcome would be to
avoid falling in the monotony or routine, that already represents a negative impact on seniors and
that would represent reinforcement.

Chapter
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Dark Horse Prototype
DrOmniscient
Problems
Angèle cannot turn her head, and thus is not
aware of her surrounding and cannot drive.
Roger could improve his alertness and attention.
Alonso drives a truck and a lot of informations
are hard to get, such as the blindspots.
General feeling of not being alert enough.
Description
A drone follows the car with a 360-degree camera
providing the driver with a vision of its surroundings.
The view is displayed to the driver to help him being
alert on his environment. It replaces all the side mirrors into one understandable image. We thought of
different viewpoints, drone either follows the car
closely, or from further away.
Manual mode
Follows closely to help checking blind spots, or
keeps distance to notify congested routes. As
an autonomous personal assistant the drone
is filming the car’s surroundings to assist driver
alertness.
Autonomous Mode
Informs occupants with vision of landscape and
surrounds

Figure 20: User testing the experience of DrOmniscient

Ideation
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Omniscient Animation
Description
As getting a footage from a drone was uneasy, we
made an animation that would simulate a drone following the driver’s car. This animated drone’s-view
simulation is aimed to give a more accurate idea
of what information is being received and how the
drone affects the driving experience.This iteration
has not been tested yet.

Figure 21: Screenshot of Omniscient animation
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Figure 22: User at Avenidas testing the Console Control.

Console Control
A method of controlling the functions normally located on the center stack reminiscent of the Lexus
Remote Touch technology is explored. Attempts
are made to mitigate deficiencies such as difficulty
navigating menus while driving by making the device feel more like a gear shifter. The device would
replace the center stack and control a menu that
would appear on the dashboard, allowing large sections of the cabin to be opened up for a more spacious experience.

Description

Real life problems

Atop the Falcon was placed a potentiometer dial
which sent an analog signal to an Arduino. This signal was sent over a serial line to the C++ program
running the graphics to realize a volume-like control
display. The whole device was concealed in an enclosure with only the knob sticking out for the user to
interact with. The menu was displayed on a screen
made to look like a dashboard.

A common complaint among users (with regard to
newer cars in particular) is the over-complication
of the center stack. Several users have compared
modern cars to “space ships,” referring to the sheer
number of buttons and knobs that are often present. This complication causes frustration during operation, and it often forces drivers to take their eyes
off the road to find the control they need.

A Novint Falcon haptic device was oriented vertically
and programmed with the haptic scene. The device
was constrained to planar motion, but within that
plane the user would experience forces proportional to the gradient at that location in the haptic
scene. This allowed the user to “fall into” the pits in
the scene which each corresponded to a menu item
on the menu. The haptics and graphics were written
in C++.

Chapter

Feedback
Overloading a single control with so much functionality can be intimidating, and some users expressed
that sentiment. This echoes seniors complaints regarding the touch screen center stack Tesla uses.
However, the simplicity of our device was often
quickly realized and recognized as a benefit. Aversion to the idea appeared to be diminished simply
by virtue of the device not being quite so foreign as
a touch screen.
Many users of all ages experienced difficulty landing on the menu item they desired, especially when
there were more than four (there were six initially).
Interestingly, most people tried a push-down motion
as the selecting action rather than pressing the button on the device (which happened to be the selecting action for which the device was programmed).
Presumably this is because they could feel the compliance of the device and made assumptions about
its operation based on that information. Regardless,
all users said it would be easy to remember the correct selecting action once they learned no matter
what it was.
One piece of interesting feedback some users had
was that the simplicity of the device was a negligible improvement over their (older) cars. This implies
that a point of diminishing returns is eventually
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reached with regard to simplification. However, the
more important conclusion is that users are generally competent and comfortable with vehicles made
before the automobile industry exploded with innovation in the last 10-20 years. This lends credence
to our notion that abstracting away more modern
functionalities and making the cabin feel more familiar is a promising direction in the way of driver
comfort.
All in all, this device had rather mixed feedback. Confidence was gained in its principle of simplification
and familiarity, but the specific implementation may
still be too large of a departure from traditional vehicle interfaces. Additionally, the temptation of staring
at the screen for too long is a concern even though it
is more central and drivers do not have to look as far
away from the road as they would with a traditional
center stack.
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Funky Prototypes
Windvision:
Autonomous Mode
The second iteration of windvision was aimed to
have more control over the testing. A web application was developed that allowed us to control the
informations being displayed on the HUD. We implemented 3 different scenarios, Manual Mode, Autonomous Mode and Transition Mode.
The manual mode allowed us to test the contextual information user would want displayed on their
windshield while driving. We implemented a speed
and a navigation widget to be displayed.
The autonomous offered the testing of activities like
video viewing. We could manage the opacity, the
size and the position of the videos to test how the
users reacts on being aware of the road.
The last thing that was to be tested is the transition
from autonomous mode to manual mode. The prototype included the possibility for different messages to be displayed while transferring responsibilities. A timer and vocal indications could be triggered
to see users reactions.

The third iteration dismissed the features from the
autonomous mode and focused on offering enhanced informations on the driving.

Ideation

Context Display
An active street sign that displays the street of the
next approaching intersection. The street sign display is triggered by the driver looking at the street
sign screen. When the user looks away, the street
sign display fades away in order to minimize information distraction.
Real life problems
One of the biggest problems that seniors develop as
they age is their decreased vision. One particularly
problematic effect of decreased vision is the lack of
ability to read the street signs of incoming streets.
One initial idea was that we could provide an additional support the navigation process by displaying
the street sign in a screen close to the dashboard.
However, in our benchmarking studies, we also
found that some users, particularly seniors, found
bright screens in the cars distracting.
This lead us to the idea of an dynamic style screen
that would use eye gaze tracking technology in order to remove the bright screen when the users are
not actively looking at the street sign.
Description
The implementation of this active street sign prototype was done through three components: An eye
tracker that fed a calibrated coordinates of the users
gaze on a screen, a computer program that processes those cordinates and changes the graphical display output, And finally, a screen that displays the
graphical process on the screen.
The eye tracking component was done through the
use of Eyetribe, an off the shelf eye tracking camera
system that came with an API. Eyetribe is essentially
a infrared camera that comes with a set of software
that can provide other programs with the gaze location of the user after calibration.
The Eyetribe was then interfaced with a python program through the use of an open-sourced library
called peyetribe. The python program was created
as a rapid prototype of the active street sign hard-
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ware. This prototype software developed by the
Stanford team activates a graphical pop-up on the
bottom right of the screen when the user gaze is in a
certain set of coordinates.
A simulation of the car driving experience was created through playing a dash camera recording on the
screen of the displaying device while running the python program. The end results looks similar to our
planned user prototype.
Feedback
Through our user testing, we found several important aspect about this type of prototype. The usability
of this setup was extremely high; it was easy for seniors to understand and they were able to operate
the system with a simple instruction. The eyetracking system also works through glasses, which is quite
important for seniors since many visually impaired
seniors drive with different types of eye glasses.
The users we tested on had an overwhelmingly positive response. Both drivers who relied primarily on
GPS navigation as well as those who primarily relied
upon printed directions said that it was very useful
to have the street sign of the next intersection in a
consistent area that they can always check.
The users actually requested more features such as
how far they are from the next street as well as how
well as some notification on the street beyond the
immediate next street.
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Figure 23: Philippe and Stephane in a reframing workshop.

Third Brainstorm						
Workshop with Coaches
Our third and final brainstorm came in late January
at the d.school in Paris with team coaches Stephane
Gautier and Philippe.

Root Issues
Going back to all our questions and working on abstracting them in fewer root questions, we realized
that some of our first questions were formulated incorrectly. We often started from the tech rather than
the user. So we started by reversing our questions.
Re questioning the role of autonomous vehicles for
seniors, we realized most difficult situations emerge
outside AV mode. It is not the problem. We got rid
of all the questions linked to occupations and confidence in AVs, and got back to root problems, confidence and HMI (human-machine interface). Seniors
experience many stressful situations on the road.

Ideation
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Emphasis on Stress
Needfinding in the winter quarter was reframed
around the intrinsic stresses of manual driving. A
one-hour-a-day commuter spends about two weeks
a year in the car, and studies have shown comprehensively that high commuting and driving times
correspond with higher blood sugar, cholesterol,
depression risk, anxiety, blood pressure, and a decrease in happiness and life satisfaction, cardiovascular fitness and mobility, and satisfactory sleep.

The Road Frustration Index (RFI) study (2013) by
Audi and Senseable City Lab at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) used skin-conductive
analysis to study the stress incumbent on a person
performing various tasks. Driving, the study suggests, can be as stressful as skydiving, which as an
overtly death-defying activity with one of the highest
possible inherent risks of bodily harm, is as stressful
as it gets.

Other known indirect consequences of driving
stress symptoms include physical symptoms driving
up work absenteeism, occupational accidents and
reduced productivity, and psychological symptoms
manifesting in disrupted mood and aggression.

This graph indicates the stress parallels between
driving (in bright red) and skydiving (gray). The two
peaks in driving stress represent road rage (left) and
low-level sideswiped car crash (right) that was perpetrated on the study user by the researchers.

The aim coming out of our second-quarter needfinding was to locate the stress points that make
driving either less satisfying or even impossible for
people over 60.

Figure 24: Stressful activities from bottom (darkest) to top (lightest): having breakfast (black), giving
a presentation (burgundy), in economics class (dark red), driving (bright red), and skydiving (gray).
Road Frustration Index (RFI) study (2013) by Audi and Senseable City Lab
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Sensemaking
To answer the question of stress and information
levels, we went back to life scenarios to understand
which stressful moments we can have the most
impact on. We then tried to find solutions to those
situations that are as simple and straightforward as
possible.
Real life Problems
Highway stresses
Entering: it’s stressful to have to stay aware of
the cars coming from alongside and behind;
they have to act fast to successfully enter the
lane while apprehending the speed of incoming
traffic.
Changing lane: the driver has to pay attention
to what is happening all around the car.
Speed: with the time passing by, some people
start losing certain abilities, and in the case of
driving, a usual reaction is to start slowing down
to be in some way safer.
Overtaking: there is a certain difficulty to accelerate and be aware of any vehicle coming and to
succeed going back to the lane.
Sudden braking ahead: is harsh to have an immediate response.
Traffic jam: being stuck might create stress and
tiredness for the driver.
Weather changes, rain & fog: not having a
clear vision of the road and proximities bring a
situation of not knowing which path to follow
and decisions to take.
Exiting: has to change multiple lanes, low the
speed, and succeed to go into the right exit.

City stresses
Bicycles: has to avoid driving close to them, and
react fast (even if it is breaking or avoiding) if a
bike comes suddenly in the road.
Pedestrians: react if a pedestrian comes into
the middle of the road.
Complex intersections & roundabouts: There
is a difficulty with multiple vehicle coming from
different directions, and managing to enter into
the right lane and also going out of it.
Confusing signals: there are multiple sounds,
that might be confusing to understand the purpose of them, like sirens and horns.
Not working streetlights: not knowing if you
should stop or go on, and not even knowing
what will be the action of other drivers.
Finding a parking spot: in a crowded city it is
difficult to find a free spot to park.
Parking: the driver should be attentive of the
cars that are coming in the road and also accurate to fit in small spaces to park.
Detour: it is stressful to find your usual road is
not available and have to find a new path.

Chapter

Countryroad stresses
Unsealed roads: it adds another challenge to
have different surfaces that are not that stable.
Animal crossing: react if an animal suddenly
comes into the middle of the road.
Unexpected crossroads: if the senior is driving
fast, and a crossroad appears, he should stop
immediately to prevent an accident in case another car is passing by.
Low visibility in intersections: not knowing if
something is going to cross when there is not
a clear vision as consequence of the landscape
and weather.
Finding gas stations: it is stressful going in the
middle of the road and being advised that the
car is running out of gas, and not having one station near.
Getting lost: It is stressful to lose an exit or misunderstand the GPS or a map.
Breaking down: To be in middle of nowhere
and the car has a malfunction suddenly.
Losing contact: Having no reception in smart
devices or GPS, banning the driver to use the
tools they provide to ease driving and navigation.
Driving at night: not having a clear vision of the
road, and strong lights of other cars around.
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Suggested Solutions
Augmented 360° bird’s eye view
The causes of stress are linked to apprehending the
other cars’ speed and position.
Indicating the car’s proximity environment through
a schema pointing the concerned area, up to 2 cars
in front or rear of the car. The car also provides information on the actions to make to solve difficult
situations.
Life scenario: Roger has had many accidents due to
not checking blind spots when he wanted to turn or
change line.
Solves: Overtaking, low-visibility intersections, parking assistance, entering highways, changing lanes.

Optimal Speed “Hint”
Indicates to the driver about their optimum pace on
the road and reassures them. This has the double
use to not only give information but solutions, especially when the conditions worsen.
Life scenario: Andre has long-distance drives to
get to his countryside house and his habits on the
road and tends to forget including other drivers’ behaviours.
Solves: Unsealed roads, overtaking, speed on highways, weather changes, driving at night.

Ghost road
Indicating the appropriate path on the windshield to
reassure the driver and help them follow the GPS
indications. The augmented reality can provide the
missing information due to bad weather or global
conditions.
Life scenario:
Solves: Entering/leaving the highway, changing
lane, overtaking, weather changes (rain & fog), com-

plex intersections and roundabouts, finding a parking spot, detour, finding a gas station, and driving at
night.

Visual information on speed and distance
Depending on the driver’s preference, voice or visual information is displayed to help their alertness.
Life scenario: Daniel wants to stay focused on the
road, so he hides his GPS and only puts the sound
on.
Solves: Pedestrians, sudden intrusion of bikes on
the road, animals crossing roads, and sudden braking ahead.

Citymapper for GPS
Having only one route suggestion is stressful if you
want to avoid certain situations, highways, difficult
entry, traffic, or specific points. CM for GPS suggests
various proposals, allowing further foresight.
Life scenario: Rachel does not listen to her GPS
when it suggests routes she doesn’t like.
Solves: Detour, getting lost, losing contact.

Ideation

Needfinding Iteration
After this reframing, we made the decision to work
based on the experience curves of our users, so that
we can really zoom on the stressful situations and
see the impact of our solutions.
Planning to follow our user Gilbert H. on one of his
typical drive to the mall, we worked first on Google
Map to apprehend and capture the most stressful
situations we may face with him while driving, in order to be ready to get his reaction with a good timing.
Gilbert and Madeleine
Gilbert and Madeleine live in Beynes in the west of
Paris. It is a quiet a small suburban town inhabited nearly exclusively by retired seniors. They have
lived there for most of their life and know the place
perfectly well. Living in Beynes makes the car an indispensable need as no travel can be done by foot.
Thus they each own their separate car and only rarely drive together.
Gilbert takes his car daily to play cards with friends
whereas Madeleine uses her car mainly for grocery
shopping.
Madeleine’s drives; weekly | 15min to play cards
with friend, weekly | 10min to the supermarket,
weekly | 2hr to visit her parents.
Gilbert’s drives; daily | 15min to play bridge; monthly | 1hr to visit their daughter
Their main pain points while driving were relevant to
the ones we observed with the other users:
1. Driving with trucks “I am so terrified when
I’m between the barrier and a truck” Madeleine prefers country roads to highways,
even if it adds time.
2. Low visibility “I am cautious when entering
a road. I check the middle mirror and turn
my head to the left.” Trouble with visibility
outside the car.
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3. Overtaking “I hate when bikes are on the
main road! It is dangerous, and I honk them!”
Gilbert
4. Alertness in the city “Driving from the city
center is a pain! I stop twice to check for
bikes.”
Synthesis
So, with this systematic methodology, we gathered
all the different stress causes while driving from our
users and came up with several adapted solutions
ideas linked to those precise case scenarios.
Alertness in the city for pedestrians, urban cyclists
and other spontaneous hazards.
Highway overtaking at high speed and with trucks,
cyclists and barriers as obstacles.
Parking in the city center with tasks such as reversing and navigating traffic and tight spaces.
Underground parking in low light and with very
narrow and tricky surrounds.
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Converging
Prototype

As a simple and fastest way to expose the different
ideas and possible solutions, the team decided to
sketch these features in blank dashboards that allowed the user to have a better understanding on
what we were proposing.

Dashboard n.1:
This windshield displays in the field of view the rear and side part of the car,
replacing the mirrors. This allow the senior to watch without making big effort and keeping the view on the road while driving.
As the frame in most cases represent an obstacle in the visualization of the
whole panorama, it is modified with LEDs that allow the driver to know if
there are elements that could collide with the car and what is the proximate
distance in between.
For a general understanding of the surroundings of the car, it is suggested
an screen displaying the top view of the car and giving information of the
elements that get near to it.
To ease the input of information the dashboard has two trackpads located
one in the wheel and a second one in the central stack, in order the driver
can navigate through the different tools of the car without having the necessity of bending or being confused by a bunch of buttons and functions.
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Dashboard n.2:
This dashboard has a physical structure that bring three touch screens nearer to the driver. The aim of them is to bring the controls closer to the driver
and in a more understandable interface.
The controls that are activated will be in highlighted state.
The car system’s GPS recognize the road and gets the information of the
speed established for it, in order the front screen can alert if the driver is
going too fast or too slow.
In the central screen additionally shows the map or the recreation of the
road to help the driver understand the intersections and be alert of elements in the path.
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Dashboard n.3:
The windshield has a HUD system with two main functions: first, it gives
alerts of different situations that might occur while driving like a car that
suddenly stops, a pedestrian crossing or a bike passing by. Second, it displays a suggested path and conditions (speed, distance and time) that the
driver should follow in order to maneuver in advance on the current situation.
The wheel has touch control system that allows the driver navigate through
the controls and information without leaving the hands off the wheel.
Behind the wheel there is a three-part screen where the information given
to the driver is strictly the necessary one, like the speed only being displayed
if the car is going over a safe limit.
In the middle zone of the screen it is displayed a recreation of the proximity
of the car, with the feature of showing the elements that are approaching
are not visible for the driver.
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Dashboard n.4:
The windshield has a minimal information HUD system where is displayed
alert icons to aware the driver of a potential danger in the path.
Additionally, in the windshield you have the route map with the next action
to be developed by the driver, easing the task of navigation and decision
taking while driving.
In the front of the driver there are three e.mirrors screens. For this proposal,
is important to make the wheel smaller to have a clear view of what is being
shown.
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Gilbert’s Dashboard
The main purpose of this fast way of prototyping
was to show the many options and features that
can create a system that could ease the driving task,
so that the users who the team speak with would
be able to reflect and understand how a new dashboard may help him or her driving experience. The
next sketch was built following the ideas of Gilbert,
one user that found some ideas relevant and others
that could be improved.

This is the conclusion of the dashboard process, where the feedback of the user
within the team’s proposals, and with his suggestion a fifth sketch was created
gathering more conclusive features.
The windshield displays alerts and navigation information, such paths that
should be followed.
The screens behind the wheel display the rear and side views of the car, with
additional alerts of elements that the driver should pay attention to.
Buttons that ease the accelerating task with specific velocities, e.g. 50, 70,
90, 110, 130 km/h
In the screens there are reachable controls, with light feedback, giving a better understanding of the state of the controls like if they are activated or not.
In the middle stack a screen is located with the top side view of the car and
the proximity, giving a clear vision of the intersections, and upcoming elements in the road.
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Functional Prototype
Objectives
Alertness in the city

Parking in the city center

From our needfinding, we realised the emphasis
that had to be put on improving the stressful situations seniors face in their day to day life. We systematically took notes of the pain points seniors face in
their frequent driving experiences and created a list
of all the small discomfort. We realised one big thing
being, seniors that still drive, like it for the most part,
it is only small punctual event that create bad experiences, events that seniors than try to avoid for the
most part.
This is how we arrived to the four scenarios we
studied and that represent the most problems for
seniors:
Being alert and vigilant while driving in the city.

Entering a highway
Parking in an underground station

Figure 25: 4 stressful scenarios

Overtaking and following, trucks, bikes on country roads.
Entering, overtaking and leaving the highway.
Maneuvering while in the city or parking
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Figure 26: Screenshot of the chart of the solution vs
stressful situations

Focusing Propositions
To be able to judge on which solutions would have
the most positive impact on our users, we needed
some kind of evaluation tool. We made a crossed table evaluating for each solution the impact it would
have on the stressful situations encountered. Each
of the 35 ideas we had were graded and sorted from
the most impactful to the least.
The top ten was selected to create the core of the
functional prototype whereas the others, even
though they were not pushed stayed on our inspiration wall to keep the possibility of later reintroduction. Those were the ten most impactful solution:
1. VR w. suggested path (14)

6. Front hood cams (9)

2. VR w. danger spotter (12)

7. Low-speed top view (9)

3. 180° e-mirrors (11)

8. Car/path width evaluation (7)

4. Passenger danger alerts (9)

9. Maneuver time evaluation (7)

5. Speed suggestion (9)

10. External GPS integration (7)

Ideation
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Windvision
• VR with danger spotter
• VR with suggested action
• Car-path width evaluation

Omniscient
• Low speed top view
• Front hood cameras
• 180° mirror screens
• Rear suggested path

Act up
• Console control
• Haptic wheel
• Cascading lights

Clustering
From that selection, a pattern emerged, we had
three main area of impact: Context awareness, information enhancement and ergonomy adaptation.
The first cluster is context awareness, it is a direct
answer to the seniors’ difficulties due to physical
disabilities. They lack a good environnement understanding due to their difficulties moving their head
and sight.
The second cluster is information enhancement, it
is an answer to their lack of confidence in their own
skills and their cognitive impairments. The difficulties of multitasking for seniors is something that has
been widely observed. The aim is to bring the cognitive load to a constant “safe” level.

The third and last cluster is ergonomics adaptation,
it is linked to the first two, it represent the seniors
issues with complex and hardly understandable car
interfaces. On top of the globalised poor car ergonomics are the problems of multitasking in regards
to button usage and focusing on the road.
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Point of View

“Seniors need...
complete, accessible
information, (context
awareness)...
in a timely and
relevant manner,
(information
enhancement)...
with easily actionable
solutions. (ergonomics
adaptations)”

The vision for Adiuvo is an enhancing cabin, the
cabin arises as an assistant to driving or copilot. It
is made of three main components. Omniscient,
Windvision and Act up.
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Omniscient

Windvision

Omniscient aims to make available the seniors all
the contextual information (360 view of the car,
blind spots and close proximity environment directly available at all time. For seniors, due to various
aging problems, it means having those informations
displayed in the field of view.

Windvision offers seniors enhanced information to
be able to take the right course of action. In fact this
is one of the big problematic we had. How to reach a
“safe” level of information and how to define it. Is it
person-specific? Is it modular? Can we achieve countryroad level of information in the city?

Constraints

Constraints

Must be applicable to users with a wide variety
of physical impairments, such as back pain, neck
stiffness, limited mobility.

Must be applicable to users with difficulties multitasking. Seniors are known to have problems
to realise multiple tasks at the same time.

Must be immediately understandable and legible.

Must be able to fit the different levels of cognitive abilities. There is no single solution.

The technology must be fully functional all of the
time as it represent informations necessary to
safe driving.

Must be possible intuitively understandable
without being intrusive.

Must implementable with technologies by 2020.

Assumptions
Seniors are not enough aware of their environment because they lack the mobility to check
their mirrors.
Offering environment information in the FOV
will allow seniors to be more aware.

Opportunities
Current means of context checking, side and
central mirrors, are unpractical but historical
and accepted ways to understand the cars’ envirronment. Dismissing totally the mirrors is the
opportunity to check the most efficient way to
be context conscious.

Assumptions
Seniors are uncomfortable with having too many
or too little informations.
Seniors feel distressed when offered too little
time to react and to make a decision.
Having the car helping you make the right decisions is not patronizing and is readily accepted.
Seniors are better off being encouraged rather
than acted upon, we aim to make a beter driver
and not a more assisted one.

Opportunities
Car assistance is something that already exists,
belt indications, rear radar bipper… but the interface level is really low.
Putting the emphasis on assistance and higher
levels of interface is an opportunity to create a
new paradigm of communication. Opening the
door for personification, voice and tactile feedbacks.
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Act Up
Act Up enables seniors to interact with the car while
maintaining focus on driving. As seniors lack the
confidence younger driver have, they are uneasy
with idea of interact with the car by looking away
from the road. The idea is to separate the input and
their functions.

Constraints
Seniors should be able to interact with the car
regardless of their disabilities, physical, or cognitive.
Seniors must be able to keep their focus on the
road while utilizing the control functions.
The use should allow single hand controls and
keeping the hands on the steering wheel.
The action should be instantaneous and immediate.

Assumptions
Seniors are not confident enough to lose focus
of the road to interact with the car.
The actual steering wheel controls are not sufficient in most cases.
Seniors are in need to use the central stack.
Seniors are not familiar with the functions of
their car.
The ergonomy of the central stack is not intuitive.

Opportunities
Offering an driver only alternative to the central
stack creates a problem for the passengers, thus
opening the path for a new vision of media controls by every passenger.
The existing steering wheel controls are less
than satisfactory but the result of handiness ergonomy, thus they offer an interesting startup
point to iterate on.
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With this functional prototype we wanted to see how
our vision, made of our 3 components, omniscient,
windvision and act up, could positively impact the
driving experience of our users, and how to make it
evolve. We had 3 specific problems in mind:
Angele, being unable to turn her neck and thus understand her context.
Daniel, hiding his GPS so has to not be distracted but
still having the necessary information through voice
synthesis.
Roger, having issues answering the phone even
though it is already tethered by bluetooth, he also
has to set up his GPS beforehand as to avoid to lose
focus while driving.
It was not relevant for us to simulate the whole driving experience as our focus was to solve the pain
points, so we developed and captured the footages
for the 4 stressful scenarios.

Ideation
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Implementation
Our functional prototype was built around three
elements, the physical cockpit, the footages for the
scenarios and a webapp that allows to control the
prototype.

Cockpit
The cockpit was built as to have a full spatial experience with realistic dimensions. It was important for
us to have the right hood, a windshield and the correct seat/roof context. As it is also an area on which
we think, we planned room to have a passenger
to interact in the car. In the dashboard is located a
screen to control what is displayed and video projector is placed on top of the car to show the first
person view of the footage.

Footage
To have the necessary footage to test all of our features we attached 6 cameras on a car before driving through our scenarios. We had one on each side
mirror, one on each front hood lights facing sideways, one recording the rear view and one capturing
the front view.
The footages was then synchronised and spliced to
have the four 1minutes scenarios.

Web controller
A web application has been developed to controls
the different aspects of the test. The first goal is to
manage to display synchronised footage across different screens.
The app is also used to control the footages and
what scenario to test.
We also use a control panel to control the display of
the different components. We can manually decide
what features to activate and when in the aim to test
the reactions depending of the context.
Finally a customisation panel allows us to tweak the
features in order to have the most efficient feedbacks from our users.
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How We Tested
To test the prototypes we had to take several measures as to have a correct evaluation and useful
feedback. As the prototype is not as realistic as a final prototype,it is important to evaluate the impact
it has on the feedback. Thus, our user testing was
planned in 3 stages:
1. First part represents a controlled test, where
we leave the user experience the prototype
and scenario freely. From this, we could
have feedback from the state of the prototype and the problems that were encountered due to the lack of realism.
2. Testing with just a global indication. Here
the user has to manage the prototype on
its own. This is due to have the most sincere
and least biased questions and observations.
3. The last part is to clarify the features that
could have been missed, and to understand
why that happened.
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Feedback
We tested this functional prototype with two of our
users, Jacqueline and Gerard. We then had the opportunity to organise open doors at Valeo where
other branches and departments were invited to
see our research and test our prototypes. This was
a great moment as it allowed us to gather a lot of
feedback relevant for Valeo.

Jacqueline and Gerard
The first senior to test the prototype was Jacqueline. She was already introduced to the project but
never had the opportunity to test the prototypes.
She loved the e-mirrors and was really quick to get
accustom to it. We were afraid the views would be
hard to assimilate, but the testing proved otherwise.
She also appreciated the augmented informations,
even though those could have looked awkward
and intrusive, she liked them nonetheless. Gerard then tested the prototype, the feedback were
quite similar.
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Open Doors
The open doors at Valeo were organised on friday
the 25th of march. The aims of those open doors
were multiples; dissemination of the design thinking
methodology in Valeo, explaining the Carlab’s functionings and how it takes place in Valeo’s company
strategy, getting feedback on the directions we have
taken to have an idea on what Valeo people would
support.
The important phase of implementation starts here
with the feedback from Valeo. It is the opportunity
to see what are the ideas that have the potential to
be supported in Valeo. If Valeo supports the directions taken, it is the assurance to have a good shot
at implementing it to the next phase.
To collect the most valuable feedback, we had organized different mediums of communication. A form
was given at the entrance with questions for each of
the twelve prototypes that were presented. At the
end of the tour, they were asked to rate and sort the
prototypes in terms of which would have the most
potential in Valeo. This was the opportunity to have
a relative sorting of the ideas.
Around 70 persons came to the open doors, and we
managed to collect feedback from approximately
half of them. A few ideas came out as really interesting to the majority, the context display, the e-mirrors
and the console control.

Figure 26: Open doors at Valeo Bobigny with the
teams from Stanford and d.School Paris
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Next Steps
From the different testings we realised, a few big
themes appeared. Those represent the new areas
of concern we now have to deal with, to have a fully
accepted product. Those questions are complex and
necessitate a more thorough investigation.
Intuition and adaptation
The first thing that we have to work one, is a way
to differentiate between what is uncomfortable is
the absolute way and what needs learning but provides then a more comfortable experience. We are
confronted to the same challenge automatic gearbox cars are facing. Many seniors have tried them
but because it requires adaptation and offers a least
comfortable experience at first, it is sometimes given up. On the other hand the big majority of seniors
now drive automatic gearbox cars because once
that threshold is passed, it offers a better overall experience. The real question is, how to make that
threshold the easiest to overcome as possible.
Technology and implementation
The second insight we have had from the testing is
the huge gap there can be between technology and
implementation. Most of the idea we came up with
already exist, it is the implementation that matters.
In a similar manner we thought of front hood lateral
cameras to help you see when entering a low visibility intersection. We realised that the technology is
already implemented in some cars, such as Peters.
But the display is so uncomfortable and the image
so hard to apprehend that Peter never uses them.
Here is clearly a huge problem in implementation.
In fact, as for the technologies for seniors, we have
narrowed down their needs pretty accurately, what
we now need, is to find the best way to implement
and display it.
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Figure 27: Working on the final prototype’s dashboard.

6.DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS

Design Requirements
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As outlined, design for an older population brings
with it unique product requirements. Physically,
many seniors are facing deteriorating senses and
mobility impairment. Mentally, our user group often demonstrates mistrust of new technology and
lowered ability to juggle multiple cognitive tasks at
once.
We expect that the design requirements that arise
from these considerations will lead to a technology that is easily understood, elegant to use, and
furthers the driver’s independence. These traits,
although designed for an aging population, will appeal to a much wider audience. Because many seniors reject products marketed to “old people,” we
hope that expanding the benefits of a streamlined
assistive driving experience to a broad range of people will increase its acceptance in our targeted user
group as well.

Functional
Requirements
Constraints
Prototype must be completed by 2 June 2016.
Prototype must come in under budget of US
$16,000.
Must consist of existing technologies, many of
which Valeo can assist us in procuring.
Must be applicable to users with a variety of
physical impairments, such as hearing loss, vision deterioration, and limited mobility.

Assumptions
In 2020-25 the experience of driving cars will not
change significantly.
Cars will require level 3 assistance as opposed to
being fully autonomous.
Seniors will generally drive personally-owned
partially autonomous cars as opposed to taking
public fleet-run autonomous taxis.
Rampant innovation in the auto industry won’t
have overtaken our solutions.
Users who are currently age 60 and older will
have similar or comparable opinions on independence and technology adoption as users
who will be 60 and older in 2020-2025. The
needfinding we have done with that user group
can be applied to a future user group.
Eye tracking and capacitive touch sensing are actually valid ways of monitoring driver alertness

Opportunities
Technology that makes driving more convenient
for users age 60 and over will also be useful to a
wider demographic
Encouraging a high level of communication
both to and from the vehicle may help the driver
maintain alertness despite having more driving
automation
Communication to and from the vehicle not only
assists the system’s operation, but can act as a
tool to help the user develop an emotional connection with the car
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Physical Requirements
Assumptions
Cars in 2020-25 will be physically maneuvered in
much the same way as in 2015.
Users will be physically able to handle cars.
Vehicles incorporating our technology will use a
drive-by-wire system
Auto manufacturers are willing and able to incorporate ergonomic considerations specific to
an older demographic into their vehicle design

Opportunities
Our technology can minimize long-running conscious and unconscious pain for many drivers
and passengers.
Adaptability of technology will have it apply to
many demographics, not just seniors.
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Imperatives
Adaptive: It must be a solution that tackles different scenarios and adjust
to the physical limitations of the users and to their activities necessities.

Seamless: Beyond being intuitive, the interface must be as easy to use as
possible, allowing the driver to develop its activities in a natural flow and
without feeling a technological disrupture.

Supportive: The final product must work as a helper and assistant, not a replacement. It is important to avoid having a condescending attitude among
the driver.

Relevant: The information that is given to the user, must be the essential
one, as it might avoid to be annoying while the user is driving and should act
as enhancement and not another constraint.
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7.IMPLEMENTATION
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Adiuvo
This section contains a system-level description of
the purpose and functionality of our final prototype.
Adiuvo directly addresses the user problems defined in our user research: Driver Focus, and Driver Awareness. It achieves this through its two main
subsystems: Omniscient and Spotlight.

Figure 28: Adiuvo final
prototype.
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Omniscient
The Omniscient subsystem was built to address
insufficient driver awareness. This system is comprised of three wide-angle cameras that replace the
rear and side view mirrors. These cameras feed video to screens in the dash. The side screens display
the side view video streams while the center screen
displays rear view feed along with the upcoming
cross-street sign and car speed.
Omniscient is designed to mitigate mobility issues
and reduce the neck discomfort that many seniors
experience during when checking mirrors or blind
spots. By centralizing all the pertinent information,
we eliminate the physical strain needed for these
tasks.

Figure 29: Omniscient’s
screens.

The street sign display was implemented to assist
drivers in gathering hard-to-find information. Street
signs are often hard to spot and placed in inconsistent areas, and thus they are a good example of a
driving-related stressor that can easily be eliminated with software solutions implemented on our system. The trade-off that comes with centralizing all
this information, however, is the risk of information
overload.
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Spotlight
Spotlight addresses the problem of information
overload by highlighting the most important information. A system of LEDs emphasizes hazards and
other useful information to direct the driver’s attention. Different patterns and colors indicate urgency
to allow the driver to take appropriate action in a
given situation. The system primarily uses red, yellow, and green to this end.

pertinent information or when the driver actively
seeks it out by looking at the screens, Spotlight will
brighten the screens so the driver can easily gather
the necessary information.

The Spotlight system also uses an eye-tracker to
identify the driver’s approximate focus center.
Spotlight can then filter out warnings for hazards
the driver already notices. Further, the Omniscient
screens can be dimmed while the driver is focused
on the road, minimizing distractions. When there is

Figure 30: Spotlight’s
LED frame.

Adiuvo’s configuration is such that functionality can
be significantly modified with software updates
alone. This allows car manufacturers to tailor Adiuvo to best complement their vehicles. Looking further in the future, third-party developers could even
develop “apps” that would allow individual users to
endlessly customize their own cars. This is all made
possible with clever and versatile hardware design.
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Figure 31: Building the final prototype
for EXPE at Stanford.
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Proof of Concept
System
Computation and sensing

Communication and signals

The system was operated via a web application with
a server and client side. An Intel NUC6i3SYH with
an Intel Core i3 Processor served as both the server
and client so as to avoid problems caused by network communication such as latency. This computer
powered the entire system.

Two Liliput 7 inch USB monitors and one 10 inch
display port monitor make up the dash display. An
additional Liliput 7 inch monitor serves as the point
of control for the whole system, and a projector displays the front view. The Liliput monitors are connected to the Intel NUC through a USB 3.0 hub. The
display port monitor and projector connect directly
to the Intel NUC via HDMI.

A standard Arduino Mega operated the NEOPIXEL
strips around the cabin. An Arduino Uno would have
probably been sufficient, but the increased memory
in the Arduino Mega was preferred for running the
LEDs.
The computer communicated with the Arduino Mega
via the serial line in order to send LED instructions.
While commands were being executed, the Arduino
Mega could not receive serial information, so an additional Arduino Uno was listening on another port
coming from the computer. This Arduino then communicated simple information to the Arduino Mega
via digital lines while the LEDs were running.
An EyeTribe eye tracking device was used to sense
where the user was looking. This device communicated with the computer via a serial line. The
EyeTribe software was used to interface with this
device.

Approximately four meters of NEOPIXEL RGBW LEDs
are positioned around the cabin. They are individually addressable, so many different signals are possible and potentially complex information can be
encoded, although simplicity was maintained in this
project. These LEDs were operated using custom libraries built around existing Arduino libraries from
Adafruit.
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Components and
development
Simulator

Spotlight

Frame, footages, synchronized footage

●

The first component of our POC was the driving simulator. As our portotype was to be demonstrated indoors, to offer the best e

Individually addressable
(60LED/m, x4m)

●

2 x Arduino boards

●

Eyetribe Eye Tracker

●

USB 3.0 hub

●

Miscellaneous circuit items as recommended for hardware protection and integration (i.e. capacitors across power, resistors
across signal, connectors, jumper wires)

●

Projector

●

Projector Screen

●

Used car frame

●

Liliput 7 inch usb monitors

●

Wireless keyboard and mouse

●

Intel NUC (Computational unit)

The cabin section of a 1998 Subaru Legacy was used
to house the prototype. A dash panel from another
car was heavily modified and used as the structure
for a new custom fiberglass dash panel which was
then professionally upholstered.
Omniscient
Screens, footages scenarios, synchronisation
●

2 x Liliput 7 inch usb monitors

●

10 inch display port display monitor

●

Custom molded dashboard

LEDs arduino, protocol

RGBW

LEDs
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Figure 32: Joyce testing
Adiuvo.

Learnings and Feedback

“I was afraid that
the LEDs would
disturb me, but
as they light in
the direction
where I have to
look, it does not
bother me.”
- Joyce

At beginning of June the proof of concept was presented in the EXPE at Stanford University. Teachers,
visitors and students came to the booth where they
had the possibility to experience Adiuvo’s features.
In general the users wanted the system implemented in their vehicles, whereas they were objective in
terms that there is an adoption transition they will
have to go through. Some users experienced that
the LEDs’ system could help them without disturbing
their driving habits. Younger users gave interesting
feedback, one of them was a biker and appreciated
the screens in the car’s cockpit as it reminded him a
bike’s ergonomics (having an understanding of the
surroundings in the direct field of view).
There was also the international conference D.Event
in Paris at mid-june. Seniors who were not familiar
at all with what the project is, find out really helpful it’s features such as the eye-tracker that avoided
redundant information. What is more impactful for
this project is the short term in which it could be implemented. Also people that came to test the prototype said that the solution is a pertinent solution
while the technology of full automated cars hits the
market.
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8.FURTHER
DEVELOPMENTS

Further Developments
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Vision
AI assistance
The car as a smart and self sufficient system will become a complete copilot that might accompany the
senior in his drive. This AI concept comes as a mean
to get a more familiar interaction between the driver
and the car.

Adi/ learned assistance
Adi is, the brain of the car, a machine who will be
more friendly with the driver. This AI will learn the
habits and manners of the driver, meaning it will record the usages it gives to the car so it can become
an efficient support for the senior advising about
certain activities that should be done during a trip
(e.g. planning navigation to go for groceries, gas, or
visit a familiar) and even it can filter the quantity and
quality of the advices it gives, based on the way the
driver develops his own tasks.
This process of the machine learning the habits looks
forward to empower the senior rather than replacing him. The system suggest what actions does the
driver should develop, but the decisions are always
under the driver’s responsibility. The car should take
decisions when the sensors system identify a possible immediate risk for the driver and its passengers.
Future proofing / improving the car’s “brain” as
they become mature
Having adaptable systems that can update their interfaces will ease the process of manufacturers to
include them in their cars. A “brain” that learns and
adapt on the different scenarios that drivers experience will enrich the support it can give to the users.
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Full System
Development
Input
The car giving comprehensible and accessible information to the driver is enough for a first attempt of
enhancing their experience behind the wheel, even
though, it is important that the driver can give his
commands to the car in a simple and smoothless
way in order he can keep his attention mainly in the
task of driving.
Remote controls / Prekey
On the process of ideation the idea of remote controls ensure a more comfortable interaction with the
car, assuring a simple interface mirroring the traditional controls of the dashboard in the smartphone.
This idea allows seniors to pre set their cars and also
ask for the help of their familiars without having to
move inside the car.
Mobius
Mobius as an existing technology in Valeo suits perfectly the necessity of interacting with the car and
the smartphone without taking off the hands from
the wheel.
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Figure 33: Visit to the Avenidas’ seniors group.

9.PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
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Project Management

Planning
The team has explored many promising directions
over the course of the year. This section gives a general overview of how our time was spent.
Fall
quarter

Oct
24

Oct
31

Nov
7

Nov
14

Nov
21

Nov
28

Dec
5

Dec
12

Dec
19

Jan
09

Jan
16

Jan
23

Jan
30

Feb
06

Feb
13

Feb
20

Feb
27

Mar
05

Apr
2

Apr
9

Apr
16

Apr
23

Apr
30

May
7

May
14

May
21

May
28

Global Kick
off
Needfinding
Benchmark
CFP / CEP
Fall Prez.
Fall Doc.
Winter
quarter
CEP 2
Dark
Horse
Dark
Horse 2
Funky
Functional
Winter Prez.
Winter Doc.
Spring
quarter
Avenidas
testing
Spring hunting plan
Manufacturing plans
Paris at
Stanford
EXPE
D.event
Final Doc.

Jun
4

Jun
18

Jun
25
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Deliverables & Milestones
Specific major deliverables are described ahead.
The team fell increasingly behind schedule as the
quarter progressed, but the plan for the quarter was
such that this precluded us from implementing additional features while not affecting our main EXPE
prototype.

Deliverable

Tasks
•

Benchmarking write-up

•
•
•
•

Personal research on current technology.
Exploration of relevant university
labs.
Experience existing technologies.
Write up summary.

Due to

5 Nov 2015

•

Needfinding conversations with family memebers.
Needfinding with users in target
demographic.
12 Nov 2015
Needfinding with closely related
users.
Write up summary.

Stanford CFP

•
•
•

CFP concept.
CFP implementation.
Write up summary.

19 Nov 2015

Paris CFP CEP

•
•
•

CFP concept.
CFP implementation.
Write up summary.

26 Nov 2015

Fall brochure

•
•
•

Identify key aspects of the project.
Establish a document layaout.
Draft and finalize content.

1 Dec 2015

•
•
•

Summarize important findings and
milestones.
Draft plan for the coming quarters.
Consolidate to fit time constraints.

10 Dec 2015

•
•

Gather all relevant information.
Generate comprehensive document.

19 Dec 2015

Needfinding write-up

Fall presentation

Fall Documentation

•
•

Project Management

Deliverable

Tasks
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Due to

Stanford CEP

•
•
•

CEP concept.
CEP implementation
Write up summary.

14 Jan 2016

Dark Horse Prototype

•
•
•

Dark horse concept.
Dark horse implementation.
Write up summary.

28 Jan 2016

Funky Prototype

•
•
•

Funky concept.
Funky implementation.
Write up summary.

18 Feb 2016

•
•
•

Design convergence
Functional prototype concept.
Functional prototype implementation.
Write up summary.

3 Mar 2016

Summarize important findings and
milestones.
Draft plan for final quarter.
Consolidate to fit time constraints.

10 Mar 2016

Functional Prototype

•
•
Winter Presentation

Winter Documentation

•
•
•
•

Deliverable

Tasks
•
•
•

Manufacturing plans

Gather all relevant information from
winter quarter.
17 Mar 2016
Generate comprehensive document.

•
•

Due to

Develop the formal prototyping plan.
Hire contractors as necessary.
Identify potential manufacturing
difficulties.
21 Apr 2016
Plan of manufacturing most components.
Converge on a final overall design
direction.

Final Poster

•
•

Professional images of the product.
Engaging and aesthetic design.

27 May 2016

Proof of Concept

•
•
•

Gather necessary resources.
Create final versions of all devices.
Integrate system.

2 Jun 2016

Fall presentation

•
•

Summarize entire project.
Consolidate to fit time constraints

2 Jun 2016

•

Hather all relevant informations
from the year.
Generate final comprehensive document

17 Jun 2016

Fall Documentation

•
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Team Management
Internal
Communication
Paris and Stanford Design Teams: The core design
teams use Slack almost exclusively for all communication. Weekly meetings are held via Google Hangouts. During the winter these were held on Mondays
at 20:00 UTC.
Design Teams and Valeo: The design teams meet
weekly with Valeo via Google Hangouts to provide
updates and ask corporate liaisons any questions
that have come up over the previous week. During
the fall these meetings were held on Wednesdays at
7:30 UTC.
Design Teams and Coaches: The Stanford design
team meets with their coach biweekly. These are informal meetings that are an opportunity for the design team to get feedback on their current activities
and advice for moving forward. The Paris team had
more frequent informal meetings with their coach
Phillipe. This will begin in the winter quarter.
Design Teams and TTeams: Both design teams
have regular interaction with their respective
TTeams during normal class time and numerous
other miscellaneous times during the week. These
interactions are sometimes formal progress reports,
but they are largely informal opportunities for the
design teams to seek advice from the TTeams.

External
Communication
If outside parties need to be contacted for reasons
pertaining to the project, email is the medium of
choice. They are contacted by phone, or by physically stopping when the matter is urgent or the party
has proven unresponsive to electronic communication. Occasionally major progress reports are given
in presentation format to the general public alongside two-page graphic-heavy brochures. Comprehensive reports are compiled quarterly for future
teams and interested parties.

Document Sharing
Except in the case of lengthy documents such as the
quarterly reports (which are compiled using Overleaf), all _le sharing takes place in Stanford’s secure
Google Drive app. The design teams have set up a
large drive that contains all relevant documents.
Select documents are shared with a drive to which
Valeo also has access.
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Responsibility
Allocation
Certain ongoing responsibilities have been assigned
to specific individual team members including financial management, external communication, record-keeping, website maintenance, and general
project management.
Chief Communications Officer (CCO)
Peter Wang (Stanford) and Caroline Interligator (Paris)
In general responsible for contacting external parties as necessary, maintaining internal communications, and keeping minutes at meetings.
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
R. Davis Born (Stanford) and Caroline Interligator (Paris)
Responsible for collecting receipts from team members, managing expense reports, and submitting reimbursements appropriately and on time.
Chief Planning Officer (CPO)
Peter Wang (Stanford) and Quentin Perchais (Paris)
In general responsible for keeping track of deadlines
and keeping the project on track.
Visual Communication
Alejandro Lemos (Paris)
Responsible for creating the graphic material for
the team’s activities.
Webmaster
Peter Wang (Stanford) and Quentin Perchais (Paris)
Responsible for maintaining the team website.

Project Management
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Figure 34: Winter presentation at d.School Paris.
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Reflections
Caroline Interligator
This last quarter was quite intense and very exciting ! We
assembled all the prototype’s ideas that were filtered at the
Valeo Open Door, and made it a functional POC (Proof Of
Concept). This made this implementation phase the one I
enjoyed the most. Yes, converging and working the 2 teams
together was tough, but I am proud of all the work accomplished by the whole team. Presenting our POC during
booth was really interesting, we received many feedbacks
and it was so rewarding to have our POC tested by such a
various user panel: from seniors we met the very first week
of our project and welcomed so well our final solution, to
a 6 years old boy who begged his father to enter and test
our dashboard, I was very pleased that our ideas received
so much enthusiasm. Plus, Valeo was very grateful of the
work we have done.
So, after 10 months working on this project, I really appreciate all the evolution we encountered through the design
thinking process. All the good or wrong directions that we
took were real steps in our journey. Iteration and accepting
that one first idea is not automatically the best one eventually became the main challenges for me. So I learnt how to
handle different habits of organization and work pace with
my teammates. Last rush session was quite stressful, but at
some point, everyone focused on the remaining points to
work on and we finally made it happen !

Alejandro Lemos
Finally is done, our solution to enhance the driving experience for seniors has taken shape and give a better understanding of our concept. This quarter was a challenging one,
a moment when things have to go from just ideas to a reality
push us to make things happen.
In general this task of making things real push us beyond
the boundaries of our knowledge and skills. It was interesting how my teammates looked forward to improve the
confidence I have in myself, by doing new stuff and exploring new skills. Even though, not everything is amazing and
easy when you work in a team. There are different ways to
work, different objectives, and different personalities, this
is something that enrich the process, but that also mean a
challenge to communicate better, to listen and to know how
to present your own ideas.

Working together and keeping up to date in different geographical spaces may be a difficult task, but looking forward
to make it work, is something that worth. The experience
of approaching a solution for the necessities of people that
you have empathy with, gives the motivation to go on and
get things better. There is no doubt that it has been a project where there are a lot of participants, and having the advice of people with more experience, nurture ours, that is
the main reason of being open minded and a good listener.
These are kind of the first steps, in my case, of a professional
world, managing projects and designing products, so I have
to always take advantage of what I can learn.
This year was full of learnings, this was an experience that
opened my mind, that made me grow up as a professional, as a co-worker and as a person. I had learn about humbleness, how we can learn much more when we put pride
by the side and start getting as much as we can from the
experience of others. And value yourself as individual with
capacities to do new stuff and to teach others of your own
experience.

Quentin Perchais
This spring quarter went by rather quickly, in fact
I did not have the time to stop and reflect on the
course of action much. From my point of view, we
reached the converging phase too late and had to
rush through. Still I think I am impressed by the
pertinence and the level of maturity our product
reached.
In fact, that leads to my one of my big questioning. Whether all the events and obstacles are inseparable from the design thinking methodology. If it
is thanks to those dead ends and and mishaps that
our project became so relevant, or if a more reflected and slow pace would have been more efficient. It
took us a long time to focus on the right problematic. I feel a bit frustrated to have lacked some testings
and feedbacks and I wonder if it inherently part of
the design thinking methodology as there is always
more to test.
The communication between the stakeholders was
also an interesting source of reflection. How the relations evolved from the first trimester to the last. It

Project Management

now seems evident of the importance to have things
clearly established in the beginning as as soon as
things start to get more complicated, everything
starts to fail one after the other. It is hard to keep
rules to keep to so that we do not get lost.
One of the things that I also realized, is the importance to take into account all the different motivations of the stakeholders. The small discrepancies
between the visions from Valeo, Paris team and
Stanford team had more impact than anticipated.
And in fact, it all became more and more visible
throughout the year. This has lead us to follow paths
and directions we would not have if we followed only
our methodology, and even though it is good to take
others input into account, it has to be integrated intelligently. Thing that was maybe naively done from
our part. In retrospect, it seems clear that we should
have assumed our position and defended our point
of views more boldly.
Overall this year has been very rich in learnings.
When I started I thought I would learn a lot in terms
of making, designing and building, in fact it turned
out I learned more in project management and
team dynamics.

R. Davis Born
This year has certainly been an adventure.
Overall I am thankful for having an international
team that was invested in the quality of our project
and a team that had relatively few serious internal
disputes. We persevered through some nontrivial setbacks, and I was pleasantly surprised by my
teammates on several occasions. I think EXPE went
rather well.
I am also glad for having a dedicated Teaching Team.
They provided good support when it was needed.
We survived.
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Peter Wang
Overall, the ME310 class has been a very good
learning experience in terms of getting your hands
dirty with the actual design process. Coming from
a Chemical Engineering background, this was a
very heavy crash course in design, prototyping, and
building. I loved the building aspect of the project
but I often found the communication between different stakeholders in the project incredibly frustrating. Compared to other professional projects
I have worked on, the goals and milestones of the
this project were much more nebulous. On the flip
side of the coin, that gave us a lot of design freedom
to explore the problem space as we saw fit. It was
also a learning experience in understanding French
corporate culture and how many of the engineers
in industry approach design problems in archaic
ways. Communication with the international team
was also initially very difficult, although when they
arrived in the U.S and we all got to work on the project together, it went very well.
This project has definitely increased my sense of
self-efficacy in building systems that I have very little
knowledge in. It was refreshing to be able to do so
much self-driven project based learning while still
having it in a guided context.
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Experts
Christopher Gerdes
ddl.stanford.edu
Professor Chris Gerdes runs the Dynamic Design
Lab (DDL), a Stanford-based research laboratory focused on the future of the automobile and personal
mobility industries. The lab is currently interested in
vehicle dynamics and control, and driver assistance
and augmentation systems.

Wendy Ju
www.wendyju.com
Wendy Ju is the executive director of Interaction Design Research at the Center for Design Research at
Stanford University. Her research focuses on user
interactions with assistive driving technology.

Matteo Vignoli
personale.unimore.it/rubrica/dettaglio/m.vignoli
Matteo Vignoli is a professor at UNIMORE in the Department of Engineering
Sciences and Methods. He has worked in the automotive industry for Ferrari, Lamborgini and Audi,
and has provided us with insights as to the future of
assistive technologies in vehicles.
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Organizations
Avenidas
www.avenidas.org
Avenidas Senior Community is an facility located in
Palo Alto, California. They provide services for local
residences, including daily lunches and regluar classes in topics ranging from cooking to iPhone use. The
Stanford team has a standing Wednesday morning
meeting set up to get feedback on prototypes from
community members.

Lytton Gardens
www.jtm-esc.org/lytton-gardens
Lytton Gardens Senior Community is an assistive living facility located in Palo
Alto, California. Their residents are primarily low-income seniors who are in need of additional care as
they age. As our prototypes progress, we hope to
develop a strong relationship with Lytton Gardens
in order to get feedback from older adults living in
the facility.

Maisons-Alfort
www.maisons-alfort.fr
The town hall of Maisons-Alfort in the suburbs of
Paris hosts a regular drivers’ group that we have access to. The participants are local seniors who are
interested in maintaining their driving knowledge
and ability.

Tesla Motors
www.teslamotors.com
Tesla Motors is an automotive company focused
solely on high-end electric vehicles, many of which
are equipped with some of the most advanced commercially available assisted driving technology currently on the market. We have been in contact with
Gage Collin, a Tesla mechanical engineer, who has
provided us with directions as to how to test drive a
Tesla vehicle.
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